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TODAY:
High: mid 60s.
Low: 40s.
SATURDAY:
Partly cloudy. High: 60s.
Low: 40s.
SUNDAY: Partly cloudy.
High: 60s. Low: 40s.
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CableComm, RCA explore options

Learn how you can
obtain scholarship
information quickly and
avoid being scammed.

Seepage

2

By Jason Yates

OpEd

Associate Editor

Loree Stark
explains
why steak
is a more
......,....___, viable food
for Thanksgiving dinner.
See pap,<'

5

College L((e
There are 35 shopping
days left until C hristmas.
Look inside to find out
what toys are popular
this year and reminisce
about past favorites.
See j')(.II:W

8

Sports

After almost an entire semester of problems, it appears the
conflict between Murray State
students
and
Murray
CableComm is on the path to
resolution.
Last week, Residential College

•Hanging of the Green:
After its cancelation last
year, the annual event will
prevail with initiative from
the RCA.
Staff Writer

12
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CableComm outlining students'
most prevalent concerns. Compla ints ranged from bad television reception to poor customer
service.
Both sides seemed pleased following the meeting.
"My attitude ts positive,"
Williams said. "He was receptive
to our concerns, and we talked
about customer service and their

Holiday tradition
returns after hiatus
By Loree Stark

The Murray State
football team fell one
point short of t he OVC
Championship against
Tennessee State on
Saturday.
See pe~p,e

Association President Josh
•RCA: The Residential
Williams
Murray
College Association and CableComm and
Manager Dale
Murray CableComm are Haney sat down to talk about
working together to solve the issues concerning students.
student complaints
Approximately two weeks ago,
the RCA presented a letter to
concerning cable service.

After a brief. one-year hiatus, the Residential College
Association is bringing back
the Hanging of the Green.
Rynn Brown, junior from
Lexington, is the Richmond
College president. Brown has
done a great deal to help organize the revival of the event
and to bring it back to the CurTis Center
''There was a Jot of interest in
the community and on com-

pus," Brown said.
This year, the Hanging of the
Green will include area choirs
singing popular carols, concessions, including cider and
punch , and a reading of
Moore's "A Visit from St.
Nicholas." T he general public
is also invited to join the choirs
in singing the carols.
In past years, the Hanging of
the Green has been very popular on campus, and Brown said
he does not know the reason
for the one-year absence ofthe
holiday festivity.
"We t hought it would be a
good idea to bring the tradition
back," Brown said.
The Hanging of the Green
will take place Sunday, Dec. 5,
from 4 to 5 p.m. in the Curris
Center.

merger with another company
(Charter Communications),"
Haney said he felt the meeting
was productive, and he is optimistic concerns will be handled
more efficiently since a cooperative relationship was formed
between the two sides.
"We are working in the direction of establishing some sort of
regularly scheduled meeting
with students so we can identify
problems earlier and deal with
them more efficiently," Haney
said. "I hope to resolve students'
problems quicker and avoid having them write letters and petitions."

Didn't make it to the
game Saturday? Check
out photo highlights
from the OVC
Championship game.
And, check out our daily
columns, online polls and
get the latest weather at
www.thenews.org.

Carrie Funk, freshman from Cheyenne, Wyo., looks through the large variety o f books
at the Ba rgain Book Sale in the Curris Center Wednesday afte rnoon.

Wojinski 'assists' team
to high OVC standing

Tracl{ damage
may relegate
horse to sidelines
-Tradition: A 25-year tradition may need to change
because of damages his shoes
have done to the track.
By J ennifer Sacharnoski

By Joe Dan Dacus

Editor-in-Chief and

Stuff Writer

Loree Stark
Staff Writer

PLEASE SEE W OJINSKI/ 16

PLEASE SEE CABLE/16

Jeremy Edw~rds/GuC$t

a
'She knows
•
t e game Is a ou '

ica Wojinski, a 5-foot-10-inch
senior setter who hails from
Austin, Texas, began her collegiate volleyball career with Murray
State in 1996. Since then, she has
recorded more than 3,000 career
assists and become one of the pivotal
members of the MSU volleyball team.
"She knows what the game is
about," sophomore Jessica Wood said.
..You can look to her anytime."
Wojinski averages about 12 assists
a game and hns helped the Racers to a
fourth place ranking for assists in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
She was born Mica Renee on Aug. 3,
1978, in Raleigh, N.C., to parents
Stanley and Jolene Wojinski. Mica
credits her parents for pushing and
supporting her throughout her life.
She is affectionately called "Wojo" by
her friends and teammates, and is
known for her sense of humor and
spirit.
"She is a very independent person
who knows how to have fun on and off
the court," junior Rachael Neighbors
said.
Wojinski came to Murray State after
setting Westlake High School's record

call, students will not' see a
repairman, which leads them to
believe nothing is getting done,
which is not the case."
Haney said he is looking into a
procedure that would let 8tu·
dents know CableComm is looking into reported problems. He
mentioned one possible method
of having someone call students
back following the initial call.
..We want to be proactive," he
said.
Williams said if students have
a problem with a customer service representative, they should
ask the person his name, write

Leisure reading

M

Contributing writer
Christy Stephens talks
about the continuing
reemergence of swing
music from the 30s and
40s into today's culture.

Williams said the RCA is looking into forming a committee to
report problems students have
with cable. The committee
would consist of one representative from each residential college.
The
meeting
between
Williams and Haney was an
item-by-item review of the concerns presented in the letter.
Haney said poor customer service was discussed in depth.
"We focused on customer service because that is one a rea we
(CableComm) have great control
over," he said. "Many times
when we respond to a trouble

Laura Ot>.lton/The News

Mica W ojlnskl, se nior from Austin, Texas, set s the
baJI in a match earlie r this season. W ojlnski
recently becam e the t hird Racer with 3,000 assists.

It is a love affair like no other.
Only Mr. Ed could evoke as much
community support as Racer I
received since the possibility of
benching the mascot has surfaced.
Because the animal's jaunts
have caus~d almost $11,000 in
damages, Racer I may only run
past the grandstands when Murray State scores in Saturday's
game. The horse's shoes are being
blamed for the damages.
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison said department officials a re
working as hard as they can to
remedy t he situation and hope to
find a solution in the off-season.
Possibilities include curbing the
run around the track or experimenting with different shoes.
"Racer I is part of the tradition
at Murray State," Dennison said.
''It is as important as the cheerleaders, the band and even the PA
system. We are trying to work it
out. We just have to have a little
time."
Dennison said members of the

"Replacing his
shoes? Do they
take usfor
idiots? Horses
don't wear
shoes."
-JACOB BILINSKI,

FRESHMAN FROM EvANSVILI.E

track team reported the wear and
tear after a practice. Since then a
consultant has flown in to assess
the damages. He said replacing
the track would cost an estimated
$300,000.
Although he loves the 25-year
tradition, Dennison said it is not
fai r to tear up the track.
Racer I jockey Rebecca Hayden
said she has been practicing with
the horse to alter the course ofthc
victory run, but she is not happy
about the changes.
"They wanted me to run by the
crowd, then walk off the track,
but it messes up the run," Hayden
said. "It is frustrating for both the
horse and me."
Racer 1 has been a long-time
friend of Racer football and fans
are not thrilled about the possibility of severing the relationship,
even for one game.
''There's nothing wrong with
PLEASE SEE RACER 1/16
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Geography alliance
awards grant
for Institute
The Kentucky Geographic Alliance awarded a
$46,1 16 grant to Murray
State for the Kentucky
Alliance Summer Geography Institute 2000.
Neil Weber, chair of the '
department of geosciences, will serve as
project director for the
Institute. The Kentucky
Geographic Alliance will
select 30 teachers from all
grade levels.
The Summer Geography
Institute will offer participants professional development and the opportunity to become teacher
consultants or trained
instructional leaders. The
institute will run from
June 18 to 30.
Interested teachers may
contact Weber at 7622591.

KAHO eiects MSU
housing personnel
Terry Burgess, coordinator of resident services
for Murray State Housing,
and jessica Cumba, Hart
College resident director,
were elected to hold state
offices for the upcoming
year in the Kentucky
Association of Housing
Officers at the annual
KAHO conference in
Louisville.
KAHO elected Burgess
as the president-elect, a
three-year commitment
that wflf automatically
make him president after
one year.
KAHO elected Cumba
as the graduate student
representative.

Murray Head Start
coordinator earns
sociology honor
Deanna Wolf, family
services coordinator for
the Murray Head Start
program, became as the
first alumna to receive the
Sophonisba Breckinridge
Alumni Award.
Wolf's position with the
program Involves working
with II different school
districts in eight counties.
Rose Bogal-Allbritten,
director of the MSU sociology program, said the
department honored an
alumna for dedication to
the social work field.

St udent s debate
distance learning
Residents from Hester
and White colleges will
debate distance learning in
the Curris Center theater
Monday, Nov. 29.
The two colleges are
tied for first place in the
Residential College
Debate Societies. The
debate begins at 8 p.m.

Corre ction
In last week's issue, Up
Til Dawn was identified as
raising money for sexual
abuse awareness. Instead
iis members raise money
for St. Jude's Hospital.

..

Briefs ore compiled by
Kristin Hill, assistant news
editor.

f
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Panel suggests better
communication for
media, administration
•Panel: Because Kentucky
has a low number of
adults with bachelor's
degrees, media professionals believes higher education should be a priority.
By Ryan Brown
Contributing Writer
A four-person panel last
week discussed public relations
for universities and better coverage of higher education by
the media as ways to better
communicate with people
about higher education.
Among the panel who met
Nov. 11 in the Barkley Room
were WPSD News Director Bill
Evans, University Provost for
Academic Affairs Gary Brockway, Faculty Senate President
Bill Call and Angie Muhs, government editor for the "Lexington Herald-Leader."
Evans talked about public
relations for universities, Murray State in particular. He said
it is rare for television news to
break higher education stories.
A large step to improve the
lack of coverage is better relations between the media and
universities, he said.
"Universities have got to
answer questions," Evans said.
"The arrogance of some admin·
istrators is appalling."
Evans said WPSD has had

trouble getting responses to
phone calls to Murray State.
Brockway said the vice president for public affairs position
at Murray State is open
because of budget restraints.
He said the position is important for properly communicating with the media.
Brockway said some of the
higher education issues are
mundane or not sensational
enough for news. He said Kentucky has one of the lowest
number of adults with bachelor's degrees and this should
make higher education a prior·
ity with the media.
Muhs agreed with Evans and
Brockway about the need for
more recognition of higher education, especially in television.
Muhs said she wishes she
had two or three higher education reporters instead of one.
"'t is one of the most important beats we have," Muhs
said.
Call said the Faculty Senate
supports media coverage. He
said it is important to hear the
voice of the students and faculty.
Muhs summed up the impor·
tance of covering higher education by calling it a "consumer
issue."
Evans praised this view.
"I love it," he said. "You have
changed my way of thinking."

laura D~atorv'The News

Brian Dever, sophomore from Owensboro, one of the fi rst in line at Terrapin Station's
midnight sale, writ es a check for a CD Monday night. T he m id night sale including many
new releases, such as Korn, Dr. Ore, Ani Difranco and Kurupt.

Boulders cafe's prices, hours cater to students
I

•Business: Students and profes· Boulders is open Monday through
sors responded well to Boulders Thursday from 6 a.m. to midnight, Friday and Saturday from 6 a.m. to 2 a.m.
Cafe on Chestnut Street during its and from Sunday 11:30 a.m . to midfirst opening this week.
night. Boulders will be closed Nov. 25,
Dec.
25 and Jan. 1.
By Kristin Hill
Assistant News Editor

With college-town hours and prices,
Boulders Cafe and Java House offer a
solution to students' pleas for a coffee·
house atmosphere.
"Being here on campus, we wanted to
cater to the students," General Manager Bobby Luffman said.
Luffman said professors come to Boulders for lunch. The location at 1510
Chestnut St. is convenient for students
walking from the residential college
area to the academic buildings, He said.
Students have also responded well in
the later hours.
"(Tuesday) at midnight it was standing room only," Luffman said. "After
their meetings, different student organizations came here to hang out."
The management took students into
consideration when deciding what
hours the restaurant would be open.

Gourmet coffee, espresso, cappuccino,
caffe latte, caffe mocha, frescante, Italian soda, hot chocolate and tea are
available at the Java House.
The menu also offers appetizers, such
as chicken tenders, onion rings and
homestyle soups and chili. Entrees, like
burgers, chicken sandwiches, wraps,
croissants and pizza, are also avail·
able.The Java House has a breakfast
menu and a children's menu. Everything is under $5, Luffman said.
The idea began as a coffeehouse adjacent to Hoopers outdoor sporting goods
store and expanded into what it is
today. In January, Boulders Rock
Climbing Gym will open. A row of barstyle seats looking out a window for customers to watch rock climbers.
Luffman said 29 students work at
Boulders. One employee is Eric Martin,
senior from San Antonio, who was look·
ing for a job when Boulders was hiring.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Three days after t heir opening, Boulders Cafe realizes just how busy It's going t o
be. Students fl ocked to the new establishment this week after much a nticipation.

It is also convenient for him because he
lives in an apartment next door.
"I have always wanted to work at a
coffeeshop," Martin said.
Boulders has been open less than a

week and the employees are already
beginning to see familiar faces.
"It has been very busy," Martin said.
"In the last two days, I have seen regu·
Iars already."

Students have several options for scholarships.
available to students as well as various
types of loans that are available."
He said in addition to University
scholarships, the book lists a few scholarships offered by the community of
arship programs.
through local churches and organizaStaff Writer
Ballard said two books concerning tions.
The Beatles' hit "Money (That's What scholarships and financial aid are on
Ballard said the book is out at all the
I Want)" could very well be the college KHEAA's website. "Getting In" is public libraries in Kentucky, as well as
students' official theme song.
geared toward incoming freshmen and the Kentucky colleges and universities.
On any given day, Murray State stu- "Affording Higher Education" includes
"Another way Kentucky students can
dents are speaking about their financial scholarship information for all levels of receive financial aid is through the new
situations. They either don't have any college students.
K.EES program," he said. "KEES startmoney for school or not enough.
Ballard said "Affording Higher Edu- ed with this year's college freshmen,
However, two people who deal specifi- cation" is an especially helpful book for and is based on grades and ACT scores.
cally with scholarships said money for Murray State students.
If Kentucky high school students have a
college could be just a click away.
"What it does for Murray is list more grade-point average of 2.5 and above,
Tim Ballard, Kentucky Higher Educa- than 20 pages on scholarships and and an ACT score above a 15. they can
tion Assistance Authority information grants available at Murray State," Bal- obtain the scholarship."
office supervisor, said one way students lard said. "There is also a specific secBallard said s tudents do not need to
can fmd free information on scholar- tion in the book on state and federal aid pay for scholarship information when so
much of it is available for free. He said
some of the companies asking for payScholarship companies that have come
Free scholarship information:
ment to search for scholarships are
under
fire
from
attorney
generals:
fraudulent.
•www.kheaa.com
Renee Lax, University Scholarship
• futweb.com
•World
Education
Access,
Inc.
Office
administrative secretary, said
•www.fina.id.org
• College Advantage Service Center
• www.coOege-board.org
another way s tudents can obtain schol• Student Financial Services, Inc.
• http://www.free-4u.com
arship informa tion is by pulling up
• National College Registration Board
Murray State's homepage.
Websites obtained from KHEAA,
"We have all of our information on
Murray State University Scholarship
Information obtained at the attorney generals
there or students can stop by the office
Office and Internet rt!search
website at www.naag.org.
and pick up some booklets," she said.

•Financial aid : The University ships is through the Authority's website
Scholarship Office has informa- at www.kheaa.com.
KHEAA is a state agency that admintion on its website for students.
isters grant, work-study, savings, Fed·
eral Family Education Loans and schol·
By Reka Ashley

Lax s aid the scholarship office's website also has a link to fastweb.com ,
which lists a variety of other scholarships available to students.

Schol,uship Application
Tips
• Be w ary of claims such as HThe scholar~hip

is guaranteed or yo ur money

back."(Nobody can guarantee you

a grant

or a o;cholarship. Refund guc1rantees often
have conditions or strings attac hed)
• M any free lists of scholarship!> exhist.
(Chec k w ith your guidance counselor o r
library before you pay someone to do the
work for you .)
• Don't pay anyone who claims to be
" holding'' a scholarship for you . (Free
money ) hould not cost anything.)
• Get all information in w ri ting and do
not provide financial information over the
telephone. You may unwittingly authorize
<1 withdraw! from yo ur bank account.
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Communities know of high-risk offenders
-crime: Murray State Public Safety is notified if any
sex offenders moue onto
campus because of Megan's
law.

"All sex offenses
go through the
process, but some
sexual offenses
will be weighed

By Brandi Williams
News Editor
Megan, a young girl in New Jersey, was raped and killed by a
convicted sex offender who had
moved into her neighborhood .
Her death spurred a law that
allows communities to know
whether sex offenders have
moved into that area.
I Assistant
Commonwealth
Attorney Leah Cooper said
Megan's Law states when people
are convicted of a sex offense and
are about to be paroled, the court
has a hearing to determine the
risk factor t hey are classed in.
After this is determined, certain
members of the community are
notified. The people notified are
determined by the risk a sex
offender creates.

more than
others."
-LEAH COOPER,
ASSJ5rANT COMMONWEALTit
ATIORNEY

If a person is classified as low
offense, local law enforcem ent
agents notify the local community
and the victim are notified. If a
person is elassified in as a medium risk, the parole officer notifies
the law enforcement, the victim
and victim services.
"The higher on the risk category, the more people are notified,"
Cooper said.
Cooper said the highest risk
category means complete notification . Media, law enforcement
agencies and victims are some of

the people notified. In some
neighborhoods, flyers have been
passed out with the offender's
face on th em, and in some communities t he offender's address
has been given out.
Cooper said the determination
of the risk has to do with the
offense of which the person was
convicted.
"All the sex offenses go t hrough
the process, but some sexual
offenses will be weighed more
than oth ers, like touching will be
less than rape." Cooper said.
"That and several other factors
determine the risk factor. n
Some people have voiced concerns the notification process
could infringe on a convicted
criminal's rights.
"It may subject him (the sex
offender) to undue ridicule and
attention if he has been reformed;
if he, however, h ns not, the law
gives the community the warning
they need to protect themselves
and their families against becoming victims," John Homa, assis-

Police 13eo1
YVednesday, Nov. 10, 1999
12:43 a.m. A student reported getting harassing phone calls.
2:51 a .m. There were suspicious vehicles near College
Courts. It was a fraternity's activities.
8:28 a.m. There was a non-injury accident on Chestnut Street.
4:49 p.m. Skate boarders were asked to leave campus.
~;
10:42 p.m. There was a noise complaint in the north wing of
Springer College.
10:55 p.m. There was a noise complaint in the north wing of
Springer College. The residence adv1ser was advised and
checked inside the building for loud music.

tant professor of criminal justice,
said
Don Robertson, vice president
of Student Affairs, said the situation is complex.
"People have a right to know,
but you don't want to prejudice
against those who wish to
reform," he said . "You want to be
fair on both sides."
But, how does this affect t ho
campus community? Could a sex
offender be living in one of the coeducational residential colleges
and no one be notified?
Interim Director of Public Safety Mittie Southerland said the
Publ ic Safety office is notified ns
to whether any sex offenders have
moved on campus. Public Safety
then notifies the community by
calling the Housing office and the
local media. according to the risk
factor determined.
However, Southerland ~aid people have is no reason to worry.
Said Southerland: "We have
had no notification about anyone
on this campus."

..

.

Thursday, Nov. 11,1 999
1 :24 a.m. An officer assisted with an accident on Johnny
•'
Robertson Road.
,!
2:20 a.m. There were harassing phone calls at Clark College.
12:57 p.m. There was a fight at Winslow Dining Hall .
4:13p.m. It was requested that parking tickets be issued
behind the stadium.
11:47 p.m. There was possible domestic abuse when a
boyfriend and girlfriend were talking out on campus.
Friday, Nov. 12, 1999
10:55 a.m. A student was reported panhandling on Hamilton •
Street.
2:08 p.m. A student reported damage to his vehicle behind
Richmond College. A hit and run accident report was taken.
3:36p.m. An officer was requested at Carr Health Building . A
student was escorted from the building because of uncoopera·
lion to show his Racercard .
Saturday, Nov. 13, 1999
1 :21 a.m. EMS was requested at the Expo. The subject was
injured by a horse and transported to the emergency room.
10:51 p.m. There was a lock out at College
Courts. Residents switched rooms without permission.
Sunday, Nov. 14, 1999
4:40 p.m. An officer was with in·line skaters at Sparks Hall.
4:55 p.m. A student needed to talk with a nurse. The nurse on
call was contacted
10:09 p.m. A suspicious person was reported on the south·
east corner of Blackburn Science Building.

Demand for 'The Shield' remains consistent
Murray State's yearbook, "The Sh ield ."
Steven Jenkins, assistant layout editor of
"The Shield," does not foresee a closure of the
yearbook.
"The quality of the book is enough to keep
students interested in buying a yearbook," he
said.
Ann Landini, co-advisor for "The Shield,"
said Murray bas not experienced the same
decline in student desire for yearbooks as
other universities.
The demand h as been relatively consisten t
over the past few years, with only a slight
decrease in purchases, she said .
Murray State students have mixed feelings
about the need for "The Shield" and its place
at the University.
Nicole Dorion, fr eshma n from Ch icago, is
excited about her first University yearbook.
She said she believes having a year book at
a university allows st udents to see what different clubs and organizations are out there
for next year.
"You also get to see different faces that you
didn't see on campus," she said.

•Yearbook: Eastern Kentucky University will not publish its yearbook after
this year because of lack of participation and funding.
By Hayley Coc kerton
Contributing Writer
Although one Kentucky university is abandoning its yearbook program, Murray State's
yearbook will be unaffected.
Eastern Kentucky University announced in
a recent issue of its school newspaper. "The
Eastern Progress" 1999 will be the last year
for "The Milestone," EKU's yearbook.
Lack of student participation and funding
are t he primary causes "The P rogress" article
states.
The decision to cut the yearbook came from
the president, Robert Kustra. as part of a new
budget plan for the university.
Yearbook purchases have steadily declined
over the years, he said in the article.
Accordfug to officials his is n ot the ca se for
I

Zac Konkol, sophomore from Henderson,
has a different opinion .
"It would be a better idea to have a yearbook on a smaller campus, where the atmosphere is more intimate," he said.
He also said it is frustrating to flip .through
the yearbook and not know who the faces arc
staring back at you.
Some fir m believers on campus said they
thin k owning a yearbook is essential to the
college experience.
Kristy Welsh, junior from Vine Grove, is
adamant about having a yearbook for every
year she is at Murray State.
"The yearbook preserves the University
experience," .sh e said. "You can look back and
remember t he accomplishments and events
that sh aped you r life."
She said t he yearbook staff should better
publicize "The Sh ield ," however, not as many
students know about individual photo days.
Although other universities will not document their history following this year, :\f urray Stat,'s history will still be preserved into
I
'i ,
~~ II f 1>
I 1.,
t. I
\
the next mtllemvum.
<n., 1
1'1\(

,

Tues day, Nov. 16, 1999
4:40 p.m. There was a dog 1n the Applied Science Building
and bicycles in the building's hallways.
5:44 p.m. A 'bicycle was stolen from the Regents College bicycle rack.
11 :34 p.m. Items were taken from a vehicle at Richmond Col- •
lege.
t.:
Racer Escorts • 13
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The MSU
United Way Campaign
Ends Nov. 23M!!!
Please give generously I
Let's continue the tradition ofpeople
helping people and enhance the quality
of life in our community!
For more information call
Erica Emmons at 762-2554.

~

19Jungry cBear ::~~~
CR!staunmt & 'f\m ceeoter

.

Breakfast Served
7 Days a Weeki
7a.m. till 2p.m.

Open
Friday & Saturday till Midnight
Sunday - Thursday till 10p.m.

...... ~-...:
~-...~:.....-.........--~......--....
''Lowest Rates In Town''

'

1310 Main St.

753·7641

ucgood 'f'ood & 'f'uu for '£veryoae"

Ford Authorized
Rental Vehicles
•

)

cars to vans

Requirements
At least 1 t years of age, valid driver's license.
"MaJor crecflt carcfs"
Local pickup available

Parker Pord Lincoln-Mercury
70t Main st.
Downtown Murray
753 - 5273 Ask for wade

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Round-trip air
7 nights deluxe lodging
Hotel Transfers
Doctor on call
All resort taxes
24 hour on-site staff
Discounts

·;

Information for Police Beat is gathered and compiled by Kristin •
Hill, assistant news ed1tor, from materials available from Public
' Safety. ;, , •\ , 1 ~. , ·to1
r • ,qt , .,_,,.., ..... ,

~., ... '\\H t U

............. ............. .................
~

Motorists Assists - 4

Crime Prevention Tip: Do not leave tempting valuables or
property visible inside the car. Lock these items in the trunk.

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.
753-4424

..

Monday, Nov. 15, 1999
2:16p.m. A vehicle in the stadium lot had a window broken
out.
6:42 p.m. EMS was requested at Winslow Dining Hall for a
student who had fallen.
6:58 p.m. A person was reported lookmg into cars behind
Waterfield Ltbrary.
7:23 p.m. A vehicle was blocked in at the Richmond College
lot.

PARI§, FRAI\ICE
§900
• Round-trip air
• 6 nights
• Round-trip transfers
• Hotel
eTax
• Continental breakfast

ViewPoint
4.
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What are your plans for
SHELLEY

.,. Thanksgiving break?

STREET

Name: Russell
Stray
: Major:
· Undeclared
Year: Freshman
. Hometown:
Hickman
.. "I plan to go
visit with my family."

'Thank you'
rarely said
anymore

1

.

Name: Rachel
• Shaw
Major: Math
Year: Freshman
' Hometown:
Sparta, Ill.
"Shopping and
relaxing. Taking
a break.''

Megan's Law can save lives
Name: Thiago
Gondin
Major: Finances
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Brazil
"I'm going to
' visit my cousin.''

There is evil among us. Yes, kind of
cliched, but true, and if you live in the
dorms, it should scare you.
There is a law enacted to save potential
victims by identifing potential perpetrators
before they commit additional crimes.
Megan's Law got its namesake from a little
girl who was raped and murdered by a previous sex offender who was returned to the
streets. This law requires the public to be
notified whenever convicted sex offenders
move into a new community.
Living conditions :in..:~ollege dorms sbo_nld
be especially protected because strangers
live together in a co-educational atmosphere
without any safeguards against who their
neighbors are. The nature of dormlife is
many people in close quarters and the more
people the greater the danger.
At Murray State there is not even a question on a housing applications such as
"Have you ever been convicted of a felony?"
Of course most of the crimes committed on
college campuses are not those of convicted
felons, but at least with Megan's Law one
category of dangers could be eliminated.
Although the University has been relatively safe and reduced its crime rate over-

Name: Shannon
Ogan
Major: Spanish
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Paducah
"I'm going home
to eat; at least
: on Thanksgiving."
I

'
I

.•

~tt Name: Greg
.•:rungate
Major:
Vl
l · Undeclared
'- Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Brandenburg
' ' "I'm going
home to see my family,"

Ryan Brooks/The
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reporting was inaccurate
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Issue:
Megan's law is a law that makes sure people are
notified when a previous sex offender moves into
an area.

Position:
Murray State should look into checking people's
backgrounds on housing applications to help make
make the campus safer.

all by 30 percent, statistics can offer no
guarantee.
Interim Public Safety director Mittie
Southerland said she has received no
reports of sex offenders moving into the
area. However, she is not at the top of this
chain. If there is even one person in the
string of people notified of a sex ofll'ender
moving into the area that fails at their task
of informing, then people could be placed in
danger.
To work properly, Megan's Law requires
the cooperation of many units, from the
parole board to the local housing office. We
would like to encourage those indiviuals
involved in earring the law into action to do
so vigorously for our safety.

Shelley Street is the chief copy editor for
MThe Murray State News."
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Say the magic words!
Perhaps the students I've been seeing
on campus lately have just forgotten
about ''Pleat~e" and "Thank you." They
sure aren't saying them much.
Two or three commentaries in the viewpoint section lately have encouraged students to smile at each other. Maybe I'm
asking too much when I want students to
actually show courtesy by speaking to
complete strangers. It gets easier with
practice, though.
When I first came to Murray State, I
was amazed at the number of doors I had
open for me in the course of a day. Everywhere I went, there was always some nice
guy who held the door open a second or
two longer than he had to and let me go
through.
At first, I would just look up at the guy
and give him one of my patented shy
smiles. Later, I got up the courage to
mumble a hurried ~<Thanks ." Eventually,
I was able to meet the man's eyes and tell
him "Thank you." I get a smile in return,
and occasionally even a "You're welcome"
from his surprised lips.
Usually he seems surprised because
saying "Thank you" seems to have
become optional, much like saying "Bless
you" to someone who sneezes in class.
Now, I'm no Miss Manners, but this
doesn't seem right to me.
I was reminded of the overall lack of
gratitude again this week when one of my
professors went out of his way to do some·
thing nice. Allan Beane brought box after
box of donuts into ..class Tues<tay moming
to feed his sleepy-eyed special education
class. There were plenty of the flaky pas·
tries, and almost everyone had a couple,
but I only noticed three students thank
him for the surprise breakfast. This
appa11ed roc!
Maybe otudents were just too busy try·
ing to get the donut glaze off their chins
and the powdered sugar off their cheeks,
but it seems to me a little appreciation is
in order.
So, let me say it here. Thank you Professor Beane. We really appreciated it.
And thank you, Reader, for the time you
took from your hectic day to read this.
Now pass it on!

Advertistng Manager
"The Murray Stato News" is prepared and
ed•led by students under the advisersn•p ot
Joe Hedges. Op1n1ons expressed are those
of the editor5 and other signed writers
These optn•ons do not necessanty represent
the v1ew of JOurnalism faculty or the Univer·
sity, Th1s 1s an otl•c•al pubf.catiOil of Murray
State Univers•ty.

To the Editor:

interests and activities. I was
impressed to hear that both were
familiar with most of the home
schools of the students- both in Kentucky and from other states. They
mentioned key teachers and adminis·
trators, as well as established other
personal connections with the students. The student then had -the
opportunity to ask questions and our
visitors answered all questions in an
amicable and thorough manner.

I would like to take this opportunity to respond to some of the inaccuracies in both last week's article titled,
"Alexander participates in residential
college program," and your editorial,
"Alexander needs to have more student meetings."
1 am one the advisors of the Honor
Furthermore, Alexander did not, as
Society at While College and was pre- you suggest, "come out of his shelL"
sent to host and listen to Alexander. I The White College Honor Society
find it disturbing that a number of invited him and he accepted the invierrors were made, both in the facts tation. The meeting focused entirely
and tone of your reporting. I suggest on students, in contrast to your
that journalism's first rule is if you reporting on the event. Alexander
are going to cover the story, then also expressed that he would like to
cover the story. In other words. either have more occasions to interact in
be there or check your facts with such a collegial way with students,
someone who was.
but the only residential college that
I was delighted to observe lhat lhe had ever invited him is the one to
president enjoyed the personal inter- which he belongs .
action with the students as much as
Regarding the concept of residenthe students did. You suggest in your
tial colleges, it originated not in the
editorial that the president might
Ivy League colleges, but rather, as
meet ~ith students in a "town hall"
Alexander explained, it was modeled
setting. In fact, that is exactly the seton the British system of residential
ting we achieved at White College
halls. Our college T -shirts allude to
with both the visit by Alexander and
by the chainnan of the Board of the history behind the concept with
the stntemt'nt, "A 13th century struc·
Rt•gf:'nts, Sid Eusl~::y .
ture for a :list century education.'' In
Our visitors took the opportunity to other words, Ivy League colleges were
get to know the students, inquiring not operating here in the United
about what high schools they attend- States centuries before the founding
ed and the1r areas of study and chat· of our natiOn.
ting with the ;:;tudcuts about lhcir
In closing, l appreciate the ctlorts

"The Murray State News" makes at
reporting on current issues and
events on campus. I urge you to con·
tinue to grow as the fine college newspaper that you are. Finally, I implore
you to be ever vigilant of the temptation to cut corners when reporting a
story.
Joy L. Navan
Director, Center for Gifted Studies
Elementary and Secondary Educa·
tion

Chalking may be
expensive for students

graffiti and it must be cleaned. Slander and obscenities are additional
reasons chalk is dt'alt with quickly.
Instead, I'd like to offer a few colorful alternatives to "chalked walks":
singing birthday grams from Dollie's,
a newspaper ad, a poster on a donn
door, a banner flown behind an air·
plane or simply a card accompanied
by a cake.
However you choose to tell someone
"Happy Birthday," make sure that it
is not at everyone's expense.
Michael ,Johnson
Grounds keeper
Sophomore, Murray

To the Editor:
You've just been charged an additional $50 for next semester. The
'chalk bandit' has struck again!
Nothing gets our juices flowing
faster than price hikes, whether they
are parking tickets, parking tags,
books or tuition. It may seem unrealistic but we arc able to make a dent in
next year's tuition. Trash, chalk and
cigarette butts costs us all thousands
of dollars a year.
If we made a conscious decision not
to litter, the University would save
more than $50,000 a year in man
hours alone. Although washing away
chalk won't save us quite that much,
every 7.5 percent counts.
Some students question the reason
to bothet with chalk at all and
although il's not against the law, it is

"The Murray State News"
welcomes commentaries
and letters to the editor.
Letters should be 300 words
or fewer and must be
signed.
Contributors
should include addresses
and phone nurnbers for verification. Please include
hometown, classification,
title or relationship to the
University. (<'The Murray
State News" reserves the
right to edit for style, length
and content.
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NAMES project more than patches of fabric
"P.S.: Your baby is HIV negative."
A tiny cross-stitched pos~script to a
panel dedicated to "Gwendolyn B." was
the message that finally sent me over
the edge. I felt a tear roll down my
cheek as I read the panel dedicated to a
mother who had died of AIDS, made by
the woman who adopted her baby girl.
Gwendolyn B's story, however, was
just one of hundreds I encountered at
the NAMES Project exhibit in the CurTis Center.
I saw panels for lawyers, doctors,
mothers. activists and religious figures. Some panels were etched with
fraternity letters, while others carried
the names of armed forces in which the

In My
()j)i11ion
ALYSON

McNuTT

victim had served. I saw a panel for a
23-year-old cheerleader and a 3-monthold baby.
I saw pictures of the victims, fullcolor photos and sketches. I saw items

of clothing they wore and the symbols
for causes they championed or activities they enjoyed. I think what touched
me the most, though, was that I could
see a little bit of me, my family and my
friends in each victim's panel.
I saw quilts made by the lovers of the
victims. Many of the lovers shared
panels, their dates of death only
months apart. Their words of love
echoed just as much as any I had ever
read before.
I saw panels by mothers. I saw one
that quoted Shel Silversteins' "The
Giving Tree," and another that said she
held her son in her arms while he died
and she would hold him again when

she left earth to meet him in Heaven.
These broke my heart.
Part of the time I was at the exhibit,
l worked as a greeter. One woman
stood next to me and carefully looked
over the list of the names of the victims' quilts on display here. After a
while she sighed and smiled at me softly. "I guess my nephew's isn't here,"
she said.
She told me that a few years ago, she
went to Washington, D.C. to see the
entire quilt displayed. She said the size
of it was staggering.
She also said that soon there will be
another unveiling of the quilt in Washington, this one even bigger than the

last.
And all of the panels will be new.
I think that's the tragedy and irony
of the NAMES Project. The sheer enormity of the quilt would lend itself to
anonymity, but that is the ultimate
enemy of NAMES. These are not just
statistics or names without faces: these
are stories. One panel summed up the
project well: "Memory is a way of gaining immortality."
Let's hope it is also a way of spreading awareness of the humanity of this
disease.

Alyson McNutt is a copy editor for "The
Murray State News.•

Give thanl{s to steal{?
It's just about that time ofyear
again. Everyone and their brother is going to gather around a
table, give thanks for all that
has been given and tear into the
turkey. Hold on to that thought.
Has anybody ever considered
rethinking, for a brief, fleeting
moment, the significance of
turkey to Thanksgiving? That's
what I thought.
Now, hear me out. Let's be
honest with ourselves. If we just
thought about it for a second, I'm
pretty sure most of us, (keep in
mind that I did not say all of us)
would agree turkey is pretty,
well, bland. Let's not mince
words. It's tasteless, gross, notcolorful and basically just a
waste of air. Well, maybe that's
a bit harsh.
Nevertheless, I think that
since the times have changed, so
should the food of choice for that
treasured Thanksgiving meal.
Here's an idea for a substitute: a
big slab of juicy, well-done steak.
How many people do you know,
aside from vegetarians, who
would tum down a 12 ounce
petite sirloin? I don't know too
many.
And let's face it. If your family
is anything like mine, the only
thing that is unique about
turkey is that little wishbone
just waiting for two people to
grab on and rip the poor little
turkey fossil to shreds. And then
what happens? I've received the
larger part of the wishbone for

In My
Opinion
LOREE
STARK

the past three years and I'm still
waiting for a shiny black BMW
to show up in my driveway. ,Just
another reason to switch to
steak.
And another thing. I think
turkeys are prettier than cows.
Also, I'll bet they are less likely
to turn on you. Call me vain,
shallow, narcissistic, whatever,
but for some reason, I would
rather see a bunch of turkeys
running at me than a large herd
of cows. So let's take care of that.
Eat more steak.
Basically, I'm just about out of
things to say about poultry and
I'm sure I've accomplished my
goal of offending some hard-core
Thanksgiving activist somewhere. Just think of me at
Thanksgiving this year when
you are eating little pieces of
tasteless meat, (and does the
pigment of it really matter?) and
I'm at Logan's ripping into a filet
mignon. Ask yourself this: Who
got the better deal?

Loree Stark is a staff writer for
*The Murray State News."

MSU Board of Regents' tuition raise is justified
I, for one, love the mums. In fact, I've
been impressed by the beauty of this
campus since 1965.
Landscaping was just one of the many
things that persuadeq me to choose
MSU over other institutions of higher
• learning. I had choices then just as
prospective students do now. This is
where I received an excellent education
just as students do now, especially for
the cost.
Another thing I distinctly remember
was the friendliness I encountered during my recruiting visit "way back then."
The campus is still an "eye-popper," as
one parent with a child recently commented on their visit here after a trip to
Western Kentucky University two
weeks prior.
In 1969, I left here with a B.S., great
memories and a wonderful lady. Following Brett Hart's advice, I went west as a
young man. The quality of my education
enabled me to successfully complete a
professional degree.
For almost two decades we contributed to MSU and genuinely enjoyed
the mums when we returned for Homecoming. Mums have a long tradition
here and .fleeing them always brings
back treasured memories. If we eliminate the mums as a cost-saving measure, I suggest ear plugs, because the
hue and cry from alumni would be deafening.

Alexander meeting
Although our campus is still pleasing
and friendly, it is not as friendly, but I
hope, can be remedied. In the Nov. 12
issue of"The Murray State News," you'll
find on page three an article that is complimentary of (University President
Kern) Alexander after his invited guest
appearance at a meeting of White and
Hester College students. Sandi Flynn.
faculty advisor, was quoted to say, "He

::::

nail their hide to the wall?

In My
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Tuition increase
Addressing the state-mandated
tuition increase of 7.5 percent, how
many among our campus community
know that actually a 10.5 percent
increase was needs to 'reach the equivalent funding level of WKU, our primary
competitor? Though rn have to update
my information, I believe tuition covers
less than 40 percent of a student's total
cost of education. Do you realize that the
great majority of Kentucky taxpayers
either do not have children or if they do,
their children do not pursue a college
education? No question, students have a
right to an education, but not a totally
free one.
Perhaps students should be just a lit•
tle bit grateful for receiving a quality
education at a reasonable price instead
of being even more demanding of others
not responsible for their future. Many
are appreciative but way too many are
not.

was in Frankfort all day, but he didn't
want to cancel, as he felt it was very
important." Lindsay Newlin, sophomore, who had not met the president
before, said, "It was interesting to actually talk to the president" and was paraphrased to have said her college experience will be much more memorable and
she will be more involved as a result.
On the very next page of "The Murray
State News" is a letter to the editor from
another student that is, to say the least,
highly critical of Alexander because of
his "lack of support" of her major and
her student group. She also states, "I
admit I am angry ... with your recent
salary raise coupled v,;th the raise in
Enrollment
tuition, it seems to be obvious to everyThe Board's raise is, in my opinion,
one the one thing you do support is your·
justified. Student enrollment has
self ... you should hear the comments
increased for the past four years. In
made about you ... Many wonder why so
addition, MSU retention rates have
much money is spent on mums and
improved. From 1994 to 1998, Eastern's
landscaping and little else ... Few, if
enrollment has declined by five percent,
any, of the student body have ever seen
Kentucky State's by 12 percent, Moreyou."
head's by four percent, Northern Ken·
My question is. did you or your group
tucky's by two percent, the University of
invite him to discuss your complaints
Louisville's by five percent, while Murbefore your, "I admit I am angry" looseray State's undergraduate enrollment.
cannon letter to the editor? Why not use
has increased by 10 percent, the only
a reasoned approach in private before
state university showing an increase.
airing your grievance? This approach
Western, our primary competitor, shows
used by the complaining student is cer·
a net four-year enrollment increase of
tainly not friendly. It is, in fact. counter
four students, from 12,709 in 1994 to
productive. If any individual has a dis12,713 in 1998.
pute or complaint with someone else,
In addition, how many are aware that
isn't it proper to talk to them before you
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we have the best student retention in
the state? Kentucky State's rate in 1998
was 57 percent, Eastern's and Northern
Kentucky's was 63 percent, Morehead's
64 percent, Western's 68 percent and
ours was 72 percent.
Our state funding is still tied to enrollment. We have also reached record contribution levels during this president's
tenure, but that's another topic. The
Board of Regents justified the substantial raise in order to bring the presiden·
t's salary to "benchmark" levels and to
reward his efforts. It is also quite obvious that this type of success will lead to
offers of employment to Alexander from
other institutions of higher learning. If
he were to leave voluntarily or involuntarily, what makes those unhappy with
him think his replacement would be as
good, much less better? The old adage of
''Be careful what you wish for; you just
might get it," rings true quite often.

Workload
What will be interesting to me is what
faculty and staff raise percentage will be
set by the Board of Regents for next
year? The president's success is directly
related to extensive faculty involvement
in recruiting efforts, e.g., Rhodes Scholars. Note, much more work is now
required for relatively small raises the
last couple of years. More for less doesn't compute in my way of thinking. I
have more students and quite a bit of
added "windshield" time. As to the staff,
somebody needs to be rewarded for
planting all those darn mums! Both faculty and staff are underpaid according
to "benchmark" comparisons.

The cartoon
Speaking of the goose, though I'm an
avid defender of First Amendment
rights, what productive purpose did last
week's "The Murray State News" editor-

mO
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ial cartoon serve? I grant "The Murray
State News" the right but I do not feel
comparing the president to a groundhog
is professional journalism, much less
friendly. 1 was not amused. "The News"
has its right to an opinion and I have
mine. Don't misun~erstand, "The Murray State News" has proven its worth by
being the recipient of many state and
national awards, but I feel you folks
were unjustifiably cruel.

Academic reorganization
I do sometimes disagree with the
administration, for example, as to the
tentative decision to move the criminal
justice department out of the College of
Business. Law enforcement folks comprise the enforcement arm of our government's executive branch. Criminal
justice is not a social service. However,
just because [ think this proposed move
makes no sense does not mean Alexander doesn't truly listen, is incompetent,
hides, yada, yada.
In regard to the ongoing faculty·
administration conflicts, l am a nontenured, 13-year faculty member and
dues-paying, but inactive up to now,
member of MACE. I do encourage others
to join. If the majority of the Board of
Regents share the opinion of the worth
of faculty expressed by a couple of their
members then faculty has no choice but
to continue unionizing efforts. Unionizing may be the only way to get Frankfort's attention ... that's where a lot of
the so-called blame lies.
Civilized and reasoned discussion
needs to continue but the name calling
and derogatory comments coming from
some in both camps must cease ... it's
counterproductive for us all, including
·the students!

Joe Chaney is a senior lecturer of criminal justce and political science.
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Students, employers benefit during four-week Winter Break
•Employment: Area employers
said students should rzot have
trouble finding jobs during Winter break.
By Shannon McFarlin

"I already work
16 hours a week
there, so over
the break, I'll
work more, 32
hours a week,
which is the
maximum they'll
let me. "

Staff Writer
Ah, Winter Break. Four weeks of no

r school looming ahead of students.

For many people, break time means
- more work time. .Most students agree,
~ however, just getting a break from
school will be a n ice break indeed.

-BETSY HARROD,
SENIOR FROM PADUCAH

Saving time and money
For Melanie West, junior from
· Wingo, having four weeks off from
school will save her both time and gas.
"I'm so looking forward to the end of
the semester," she said. "I work in
Calvert City, as a chemical contractor,
and I live in Wingo, so I have to travel from Wingo to here to Calvert City
every day. I'll still be working over the
break, but at least I don't have to come
here. That cuts out an hour of my day,
just driving. Not to mention the gas
money."

COLD BEER
POOL & DARTS

Senior Betsy Harrod of Paducah will
work more hours at U.S. Enrichment
Corp. during Winter Break.
"I already work 16 hours a week
there, so over the break, I'll work
more, 32 hours a week, which is the
maximum they'll let me," she said.
"Yes, I'll be working more, but I'm still
looking forward to it because it will be
a break from school and it means
extra money to fund next semester."

Relaxing with family
Senior Brenda Owen said she will be
a full-time mom over the Winter
break.
"I'll be doing a lot of volunteer work
with the kids," she said. "We're doing
a lot of baseball right now and have a
lot of Christmas projects to get off the
ground, so that's what I'll be doing
over break, but that's good because I
love to spend time with my family."
For Tonja Lisanti, senior from
Princeton, the break will mean complete rest.
"I'm just going to take it easy," she
said. "I don't have any plans."

Employment a va ilable
According to local and area retail
employers, students should be able to
find employment over the break.
Many students work year-round at
the Kentucky Oaks Mall in Paducah,
as well as over the Christmas break.
"With the economy the way it is,
there's full employment at most
places. Plenty of 'Help Wanted' signs
all over here," Peggy O'Conner, manager of the J.C. Penney's Store in Pad-

Best datnn pizza In the greater
Metropolitan Buchanan area
plus Shrltnp, Steaks,
Enchiladas & Sandwiches.

Breaking from work
Rehkemper said Elder-Beerman
also employs Murray State students
year-round, but the number will
increase over the break.
"We employ students year-round

here and we like them," Murray WalMart Manager Carey Alexander said.
"Some of our kids do go home over the
break. We've got five kids working
here that will be transferring to other
Wai-Marts closer to their homes over
the break, and we work with them to
help them transfer and to make sure
that they don't lose their jobs here
when school starts again."
Other local businesses will be affected by the break.
"It's about half and half. Half of our
student employees will be going home
and half will be staying here over the
break," Michelle Baumgartner of Murray's Fifteenth and Olive Restaurant
said. "Some will be going home just
part of the break and then coming
back here to work."
Charlotte Litham of Hardee's Rock
and Roll Diner in Murray said several
of her student-employees will be going
home over break.
"If they Jive in the dorms, they have
to go home, don't they?" she said,
laughing. "So a lot of our kids won't be
here, but we still will have enough
kids who are going to stay around."

Place Your
Christmas Ads in this
year's final issue of
The Murray State Hems-

No Minors on Bend Nights

1 3 Miles south of

ucah, said.
Many Murray State students work
at Penney's year-round.
"A lot of our students that we have
already working here part-time will
increase to full-time over the break,"
O'Conner said. "That's a good deal for
everybody because their break coincides with our peak time for selling.
All we have to worry about is getting
them over their finals because t ha t's a
rough time for them."
At the Paducah Elder-Beerman
Store, manager Nicole Rehkemper
said Murray State's four-week break
means the students will be available
to work during their inventory period.
"Our inventory is January 12 and
previous years, the kids had to go back
to school before that," Rehkemper
said. "This year, they can help us
through it."

Murr•v

12 1 South on Stateline next to Stateline Lottery

DECEMBER'
Have You Told Your RA
Thank You Today?

Talk gets real.
www.latifahtv.com

Weekdays at 5 p.m.

Your
Ho111etow-n Station!
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AIDS quilt
illustrates
•
memories
Laura Deaton/ The News

(Left) Nicole Pe trie, senior from
Sydney, Australia, views The Name s
Project AIDS Memorial Quilt in the
Curris Center Ballroom W ednesday
afternoon.

This week in the Curris Center, 75 3-foot by
6-foot panels of the NAMES Project AIDS
Memorial Quilt were on display.
The quilt began in San Francisisco as Cleve
Jones' protest to the AIDS epidemic. Mter
the death of several of his friends to AIDS,
Jones wanted to find a way to make people
understand the loss and frustration of the
AIDS epidemic.
The quilt has panels from all 50 states and
34 foreign countries.
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Jeremy EdwardS/ Guest

The quilt, which co mmemorates those who died from AIDS through panels illustrating their lives, was only a portion of the much
larger national quilt ~hich travels worldwide.
l aura Deaton/ The New s
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NEED CA$H???
GET UP TO $300 TODAY!!!
WE WILL CASH YOUR PERSONAL
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Speech & Debate
Team wins again
Murray State's Speech &
Debate team competed
Nov. 13 and 14 in the
Carson-Newman's Five
River Swing Tournament
in jefferson City, Tenn.
Students won in Prose,
Programmed Oral Interpretation. After-Dinner
Speaking. Dramatic Interpretation and Dramatic
Duo. The team also took
5th place in the overall
sweepstakes Nov. 13 and
fourth place Nov. 14.

American Humanics
needs volunteers

By Krista Matheny
Contributing Writer
Kids these days have Furbies and
Pokemon, electronic toys that do their
playing for them and cost an arm and a
leg.
Remember when we were kids and the
toys we had were just the coolest contraptions on the face of the earth?
We bad She-Ra with her winged unicorn Pegasus, Pound Puppies with their
weepy little eyes, My Little Ponies and
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.
Reminiscing can be fun, and embarrassing when we think back on the toys
that would bring us hours ofjoy.
"My favorite toy was Cabbage Patch
dolls," Libby Johnson, freshman from
Elizabethtown, said. "1 had eight of them
and my favorite one's name was Debbie."
The Cabbage Patch Kids craze eventually inspired a movie and the trading
card set "Garbage Pail Kids."
"I played with Transformers and
Strawberry Shortcake," Allison Young,

senior from Mayfield, said.
The robots in disguise definitely had a
large impact on students when they
were young. The cartoon series about the
toy characters still pops up late at night
every once in a while on Cartoon Network for the young at heart.
"I loved those Popples things that you
could put into a basketball," Darlene
Domangala, freshman from Elizabethtown, said. "I used to throw mine around
my room."
Other students recall the video games
that were the predecessors to today's
Nintendo 64 and Sony Playstation.
"I liked to play the old Atari games,"
Ken Macteherson, senior from Paris,
said. "My favorite game was Uno."
Laura Deaton/The News
Other old games from that era included ET, Frogger, Super Mario Brothers, Pound Purrles, My Little Ponies and Poppies were popular with children In the
·
The Legend of Zelda, Kid Icarus and 1980s.
guys
and
squashing
them.
sories.
Cabbage
Patch Kids are still
Mega Man. Frogger, Zelda and Super
In
fact,
several
of
our
old
favorites
are
stuffed
in
rooms
around
the nation. BarMario Brothers have all come out of
still
alive
and
kicking.
bie
isn't
going
anywhere,
and Teenage
retirement in recent years with new,
Strawberry
Shortcake
is
still
making
Mutant
Ninja
Turtles
can
kick the
improved games. Now Mario fights
appearances
on
T-shirts
and
other
accesPower
Rangers'
butts
any
day.
i~stead of just jumping on top of bad

Classic toys now worth ·cash
By Kyle Shadoan
Staff Writer

College of Fine Arts
hosts holiday gala

The Murray State United Way Campaign will
officially end Nov. 23. but
pledges will be accepted
past the cut-off date. All
pledge cards should be
turned into your department or contact person
today. Department or unit
representatives should
submit all pledges to
David Kraemer, campaign
chair. by noon Tuesday.

Breakfast held
for fall graduates
Murray State will host a
Senior Breakfast for all
December 1999 graduates
Dec. 7 at 8 a.m. in the
Cun·is Center Ballroom.
To make reservations
contact Mike Young at
762-6831 or mikeyoung@murraystate.edu.

Briefs are compiled by Lori
Burling, assistant college life
editor.

Laura Deaton/The News

Styles of children's toys change over decades

!

United Way
Campaign ending

November 19, 1999

These miniature toys were served with McDonalds
Happy Meals In the 1980s and '90s.

The American Humanics
Campus Connection Volunteer Center and Big
Brothers/Big Sisters are
looking for students who
are at least sophomores
( 18 years or older) to volunteer twice a month for
one semester.
The volunteer work will
be for a new program
called First Mentors. First
Mentors is for children
who are waiting for a permanent Big Brother/Big
:- Sister. Volunteers will be
l' paired with a child until
someone is placed with
1
the child permanently. A
First Mentors display will
be in the Curris Center
today. For more information contact Georgette
.
H uman. . ", "
Lopez, Amertcan
ics, at762-6117.

The College of Fine
Arts and Communication
will host its annual Madrigal Dinner Dec. 3 to S at
6:30 p.m. in Ordway Hall.
The Renaissance Feast
will include a multi-course
dinner. and the MSU
Chamber Singers will provide entertainment.
General admission for
the gala will be $25 and
$20 for MSU students.
Tickets will only be sold
in advance. For more
information or reservations phone 762-4516.

The Murray State News
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Characters from the "Star Wars" trilogy are now worth a Jot
of money, especially In the package.

In a world full of new crazes
and 'Vend&, sometimes the cla,ssios can still hota their groun<I:'
Many places ouch as the Internet, antique shops and flea markets still carry toys that have
long since passed their prime.
They include Transformers,
"Star Wars" action figures, Barbie dolls and Cabbage Patch
Kids, just to name a few.
Many of these toys go for high
prices, climbing all the way up to
hundreds of dollars. But it's not
as simple as one might think.
For example, the price of the
Barbie dolls listed on http://auction.yahoo.com/auction was not
just determined by age, but by
such things as limited edition
releases or rarity of tl)e doll. The

1995 Barbie as Dorothy from
"The Wizard of Oz" is going for
$185, while a 1966 Barbie Taiwan Look doll is being sold for
$10.
The price can also be determined by such things as errors or
misprints on the item, like the
vintage "Star Wars" Chewbacca
card that has "Revenge Of The
Jedi" printed on it going for $375.
This is what Return Of The Jedi
was originally titled, therefore, it
is quite a rare item. The regular
vintage "Stars Wars" Chewbacca
figure and card sells for $175.
Another factor that determines
the price is whether the item is
in the box. If the item has never
been opened, the price increases.
For example, an original Cabbage Patch Kid from 1983 out of
the box sells for $11.05, while a
1985 Cabbage Patch Young

Astronaut that has never been
removed from the box goes for
$100.
But some of the toys collected
don't ba._ve to be the act~ figufea. Man~ people collect Happy
Meal toys, cards, comic books,
games and puzzles that involve
the characters.
Http://www.geocities.com/%7Espida1/otherglhappymeal.htm
says Happy Meal figures of the
Transformers that don't even
transform are valued at $60 to
$100 out of the box. They are
very rare because they were only
released in St. Louis.
Despite the new trends, these
old toys are still a big craze
among many people. Large
amounts of money are spent collecting them each year, spreading the joy of these not only to
children but adults as well.

•

New items appear lll stores for Christmas
By Loree Stark
StafT Writer

Children of the '80's sometimes have a hard time understanding what all the fuss is
about Pokemon, Furby and
Tickle Me Elmo.
Since toy trends are changing annually, one might need
an expert to decipher what to
get for a little brother or sister

when the holiday season rolls
around.
When it comes to shopping
for the little ones, Gloria Reed,
supervisor at Toys 'R' Us in
Paducah, has a pretty good
idea of what brings a smile to
a child's face or what makes
them run screaming in the
other direction.
This year's popular items
include "anything in Pokemon,

WWF wrestling fig\Jres, the
new millennium edition of
Cabbage Patch and, of course,
Barbie," Reed said.
Malachi Hornback, a 10year-old who attends Murray
Middle School, has a Christmas list that includes many
similar items.
"I want a GT Bike, Dragonballz action figurines and a
Playstation," Hornback said.

Hornback also professes to
be a big fan of Pokemon, and
has attempted to explain "the
craze" to adults.
"They're aliens from another
planet and they can use powers and magic and stuff,"
Hornback said. "It's fun
because you can battle Pokemoo and win prizes or
, badges."
Not all the trends from pre-

vious years have changed,
though. Reed predicts Tickle
Me Elmo and Furby are still
going to be a hit this year.
As for toys returning from
the generation of the '80's
child, a few are out on the
market.
Said Reed: "I would say Batman, Spiderman and Power
Rangers are all making a
comeback."

Do yot1;r Christmas shopping on the Internet
By Melissa Stoneberger
Staff Writer
The Internet is one of the fastest
growing marketplaces in the world.
Here are some websites to help in holiday shopping from your home.

Clothing/Gifts:
http://www.gapinc.com: This is the
master site for many companies, including Gap, Baby Gap, Banana Republic
and Old Navy. Currently, you can only
buy gift cards on the Old Navy site, but
the other sites feature apparel for purchase.
http://www.alloy.com: This site offers
everything from room decoration to
clothing, along with special deals and
magazine subscriptions.

http://www.bluefiy.com: This is an
outlet clothing company that features
clothes from designers ::;uch as Calvin
Klein. Donna Karan, Gucd and Parada.
http://www.delia.com: This site is
comparable to the Delia's catalog.
http://www.eddiebauer.com: The
traditional men's clothing store is now
in n handy computer form.
http://www.godiva.com: No need to
travel when the world famous chocolatier come£' right to your doorstep.
http://www.sears.com: It takes up
less space than your traditional catalog.
http://www.ibeauty.com: Fragrances,
hair and nail care. as well us bath and
body supplies arc featured in this online
beauty shop.
http://www.ehobbies.com: It features
all kinds of products that relate to hob·

bies. Also })as a chat room where you
can connect with people who have the
same hobbies and interests.
http://www.bluenile.com: According
to this site, you can choose from more
lhan 10,000 diamonds to find that special tit for your sweetheart.
http://www.petsmart.com: It features
the pet supplies and gifts to keep your
pooch, kitty or bird home for the holidays.

Sports Supply and Apparel:

this site, it offers" brand name sporting
goods at close out prices."

Books:
http://www.amazon.com: This is one
of the most popular and fastest growing
websites for books, video and music. It
also offers some clothing.
http://www .barnesandnoble.com:
Experience the convenience of a Barn1s
and Noble store in your own home,
minus the coffee shop.

http://www.campmor.com: This is a Toys:
one-stop camping supply store, all in a http://www.toyrus.com: It has all the
handy web page.
features of a kid's dream store with no
http://www.Bigedge.com: It is one of hassle.
the largest sports apparel sites.
http://www.toytime.com: Catch the
http://www.gear.com: According to season's hottest toys on this site.
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Difranco takes new style 'To The Teeth'
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Friday, Nov. 19

Musicl?evieu.'

Top 5 COs of the Week
1. Korn - "Issues"

Kyle Shadoan

2. Or. Ore - ",Chronic 2001"
·3. Kurupt - "The Streetz lz a
Mutha"
4. Playa Fly.- "Da Game Owe
Me"
5. Ani Difranco- '!To the
1
Teeth"

Ani Difran co
"To The Teeth"
Less than a year from her
last release, Ani Difranco has
yet another solo album, mak·
ing this the 13th of her career.
It is titled "To The Teeth."
During 1999, she released
such albums as her second collaboration with Utah Phillips,
titled "Fellow Workers" and a
remix album, "Little Plastic
Remixes." AU of her albums
have been released on her own
label, Righteous Babe.
Her previous album, "Up Up
Up Up Up Up," was the first
transition to her new musical
style, incorporating the keyboards and accordion. On "To
The Teeth," she took it another step, using the organ, tuba,
trumpet, clarinet, trombone
and saxophone in the new
songs.
Several of these songs, such
as "Back Back Back," "Going
Once" and 11Swing," sound
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Top Country CD
_,. :/

Faith Hill - "Breath"

Source: Sunset Boulevard
Music and Terrapin Station

such as "To The Teeth," "Hello
Birmingham" and "Freakshow," and personal insights
such as "Soft Shoulder," "Wish
I May" and "Cloud Blood."
"To The Teeth" seems to be
Difranco's most musically creative album. The songs are
more complex and experimental, showing the growth and
progress from what was
already a great beginning.
This very diverse album could
be her best so far.

Righteous Babe Records

Difranco releases her 13th album, "To The Teeth." It co ntains
blues·Uke music featuring a banjo among othe r instruments.

very blues-like with Difranco's
unique acoustic folk style. On
one song, "The Arrivals Gate,"
the banjo is blended in with
this style.
On the song "Freakshow,"
her style of singing is almost
like rapping, while on "Swing"
she concludes the song with a
rap. Corey Parker does this
with Difranco in the background.
Perhaps the most surprising

2tlth r~ ~p -\f1:T~ -

event is The Artist (formerly
known as Prince) appearing on
background vocals in the song
"Providence." This an odd combination, if not just for the fact
that he seems more "womanly"
than Difranco at times. It
seems to work well for the song,
providing an unusual element
to an already unusual album.
Difranco's unique style is
still deeply ingrained in the
music. There are political songs

Ani Difranco

''To The Teeth" A
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• Rodeo - MSU Rodeo, Expo Center, 7:30p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 20
•

Rodeo - MSU Rodeo, Expo Center, 7:30 p.m.

Sunday, Nov. 21
• Bible study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.
• Entertainment - Concert Choir, Lovett Auditorium, 3:30p.m.

Monday, Nov. 22
• Bible study -Chi Alpha, Hart Residential College Coffeehouse, 9
p.m.
• Entertainment - Quad State Junior Band Festival, Lovett
Auditorium.

Tuesday, Nov. 23
• Bible study - Chi Alpha house, 6:15p.m.
• Bible study - New Life Campus Center, 7 p.m.

Wednesday, Nov. 24
• Academics - Classes dismissed for Thanksgiving holiday, 7:30
a.m.
• Health - Health Services closed.

Thursday, Nov. 25

0

.T

• Academics - CLEP test, Ordway Hall, room 206, 8 a.m.
• Books - Bargain Book Sale, Rocking Chair Lounge, Curris Cen-

• Holiday - Thanksgiving .
• Health - Health Services closed.

• H!hl-4Ut?
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To post information In the calender phone 762-4480 or fax the information to 762-3175.

•

f2·Month customtzed

color calendar

In A Sentimental Mood
1

Bring us 12 of your favorite
family photos, and we'll print in
our store a Iarg~ 11" x 17"
·calendar just for
your

Friday
·l·Nov. 19

1

•

9 p.m.

Cogv.P us

Curris Center
1sa floor Stables

Period Late?

.

Visit us

http://www.thenews.org
Produced by The Mun·ay State News in
cooperation with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

1301 Chestnut Street~ Murray, KY 42071

Experience LDDNet quality on your own computer.

{270) 753-7117

To subscribe to IDDNet calll-800455-16o8

:The s~,t~~F~=1~,p~t~=~;,::
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Alpha

Do you•..
a. PANi(?
b. PlllV'v~c,?
c. P&Uiic?
d. Call 753-0700 for a

would like to

Carrie
,.,
fior
"~,,=,~~'Senior Sweethe ·
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Sudy's

~

ceajun (jllace
Boiled Shrimp • $8 lb.
Fresh CrawfiSh • $4.50 lb.

Thursdays
$1 draft night with meal

&
·.·.,.·: .·,\ ~;, , ,.,,,G reg Clifton
:~:
-~:-

.

Only Place to Find
Gator, §teaks &
Burgers, Oysters,
& even Lobster!

. .· . '*;

· FREEPREGNANCYTEST
(Same Day Results)

: .• ·:
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for
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LIFEHOUSE P REGNANCY CARE CENTER

•.·.·

1 mile east of Paris
Landing Bridge on the right.

u!

-JMfiSU (011161
~ODIO aoo1o

This could be YOURS
With a coli e EDUCATION

(931 )232-3098
ThLrs.-Sat. 4-9 p.m. • SLI'l. 1-9 p.m.

1316 APR.f CAff

....:Q.a·-

--coming to - -

lfafe IJniwe••in'
Now. IS-~() @ 7:J() p.m.

MIUI'I'il~

West Kentucky
Exposition Center
Call 762-3125 for ticket info
See all of your favorite
events in one arena!
Bulls•Broncs•Roping•Barrels
•Clowns. .. lots morel

Fresh
Seafood
Weekly

serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar Hours: 11 a.m. - Midnight

KENTUCKY NATIONAL GUARD
CAN HELP!
FREE COLLEGE TUITION
plus up to 475.00 a month
PART-TIME WORK
LIMITED OPENINGS

1-800-GO-GUARD

3romThe m State tlews

sat. Nov. 20 •
Hoosier Daddy
sac. Th~nksglvlns weekend·
Big Mike Griffen
sorry, no mlnon after t:lo p;.m. saturday
'

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
901-247-5798
Puryear, TN
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Nine MSU theater students qualify Santa gets help
for chance to audition with SETC from Hart elves
By Russ Oat es
Staff Writer
No one likes to a udition.
Standing on a empty stage and having
only a brief moment to distinguish one's
self from the rest of the field is not the
definition of an enjoyable evening. However, if actors want to act, they must go
through auditions.
Recently, Murray State students participated with other students from
aTound the state in the Kentucky Theater Association auditions. They weTe
vying for a chance to audition at the
Southeastern Theater Conference in
Norfolk, Va.
Lissa Graham-Schneider, an Murray
State theater professor, is the state auditions coordinator for KTA.
"We had over 120 students audition
over a period of two days in front of three
judges," Graham-Schneider said. "They
have 90 seconds to do a monologue and
song, or 60 seconds for a monologue. We
critique them and the top ones are cho-

S~gma

MSU

sen to attend SETC."
This year, 70 students will attend
SETC. Out of those 70, nine were MSU
students, the most from any college in
Kentucky.
It may seem as if they simply auditioned to win the right to audition again
in front of more people. Essentially they
did, but Anne Gardner, senior from .Jeffersonville, Ind., auditioned last year at
SETC and knows it is more.
"It is a great opportunity to meet so
many people," Gardner said.
Along with Gardner, Sean Arnold,
Brance Cornelius, Amanda Haney,
Colleen Marler, Karen Rahlfs, Kelly
Sears, Hattie Whelan and Stacy Wyatt
will audition at SETC.
Graham-Schneider said the students
will audition with nearly 1,000 other students. Over. 200 people will watch the
auditions, most of whom have jobs to
offer.
Gardner described it similarly.
"You get a number and you do a huge
mass cattle call audition with 800 or so

ot hers,'' Gardner said. "Basically it's
what you look like and if they need someone that looks lik e you . If you h ave any
call backs, you then go to r ooms for individual performances."
With one year' u nder her belt, Gardner
said she feels more comfortable this year.
"You go and t hink you did okay," Gardner said. "You think, 'I was much better
than t hem,' but then there arc others
who ju st blow you away."
Those who are graduating this year
have added motivation.
"I'm more confident because my availability is so much better," Gardner said.
"I have a serious drive to work because
I'll be graduating."
Whether or not t he students land jobs
from their auditions, Graham-Schneider
said s he is proud of t hem for making it
this far.
"They did a good job and ar e to be commended for their wor k," Graham-Schneider said. "Many of our students in the
past h ave gotten jobs with SETC."

By Rachel Kirk
Contributing Writer
For some local elementary
school children, this year's
Christmas comes from the
Hart.
Some residents of Hart College are volunteering for the
Santa Project, a program organized by the Family Resource
Center, to make Christmas a
little more merry for needy
children.
The children will write letters to Santa from school.
Then, parents who cannot
afford their children's wish list
turn it in to the Family
Resource Center. Sponsors,
like Hart, pick up the wish
lists from the centers.
The Hart program is coordinated by Vanessa Johns, a resident adviser.
"This is a pretty rural area ...
I can see fami lies need support," Johns, junior from West

Frankfort, Ill., said.
Bree Gillman. sophomore,
from Fayetteville, Ark., said
the charity is great work. "The
holidays are a good time to
help people out," he said.
To raise money for the children's presents, volunteers are
selling candy-grams at t he residential colleges.
People can send a candy
cane to a friend for a dollar,
Johns said.
"It is a really cheap idea,"
Johns said. "You could wish
them a Merry Christmas or
good luck with finals."
The candy grams, which can
be personalized with a message, will be on sale Nov. 28 to
Dec. 2.
"We are hoping to raise
$500," Johns said. "That would
sponsor two or three children."
Said Johns: "It is everyone's
spare dollar that will give a
child something to look forward to on Christmas morn·
ing."

Pi chapter donates to Calloway County Red Cross

St a ff report

tiona] last week.
"We will use it toward the
The exeCutive director of the disaster relief area," Masthay
Calloway County American said of the donation. "It will go
Red Cross, Jean Masth ay, toward training people and to
accepted a $750 donation from assist families that have been
the Murray State chapter of the victims of disaster. 1t will
Sigma Pi Fraternity Interna· also be used to send people

VISUALIZE
YOUR FUTURE AS A
CHIROPRACTIC PHYSICIAN

from Calloway County to help
people elsewhere who have
been the victims of disaster."
Sigma Pi Chapter President
Quinton Sandefur said frat ernity members raised th e
money at their annual Fall
Fest event , in October.

"We fe lt th at Fall Fest was
very successful," Sandefur
said. "It took a lot of hard
work and this is the reward,
to be a ble to help local ch arities. Fraternities sometimes
get a bad rap and we hope
that this donat ion, along with

similar donations made by
other college fraternities, can
help to disspell t hat image."
Sandefur said in addition to
t he Red Cross donation, the
additional money they raised
at the event went to several
other organizations sponsored

by local Greek organizations.
Masthay said her group was
very pleased by the donation.
"We have several groups
that give donations occasionally, but this is greatly appreciated," she said. "It is a very
gracious gift."

New Beginnings
In Christ at '6alvary 'femple

LOGAN OFFERS:

• Prominent. outstanding faculty.
• A strong tradition of academic
excellence and student success.
• Modem scate·of-the-art facilities.
• Financial aid to approximately
90% of our students.
• Hands-on clinical experiences.
logan also offers a B.S. in Human
Biology and an Accelerated Science
Program (ASP).

1. Are you looking for the Way?
2. Do you want to know the Truth?
3. Do yotr want a ~?
These are valid questions and you will have
many answers, but there was only one man in all of
history that said, "I am the 'Jgy_, the Ir.Yth, and the
.L.lfif (John 14:6). That man is Jesus Christ.

Prtpart for on exdring career In heollh cart.

1-800-533-9210

If you are looking for answers, Try Jesus!

I85 I Schoettfer Rd. • Cllesteilield. MO 63017
Phone: {314) 227-2100 • FAX:(314) 207-2425
loganadm@logan.edu
An £qua Opportvnrty lnsti!ution o(Hrgher &iJcadOII

Pastor Brian Hawkins & Congregation Welcome You!

http://www.logan .edu

Calvary Temple First
Pentecostal Church of God
2645 U.S. Hwy. 641 S.
753-7389
E-mail: Calvaryl@hcis.net

"A little ol' bar in Tennessee"

Saturdav, Nov. 20:

"Nightlish

11

Arby~s

yol.t can t aste the
differen ce
a nd save on America's favorite roast b eef.
For just 99¢ y ou can e n j oy a Re gula r Roast
Beef Sa ndwich , t he o riginal sandwich that
made Arby's famo u s . Lean, t e nde r a nd
slow-roaste d to p e rfection. Com e o n in for
a gre at b a rgain on o ur d e liciou s Regular
Roast Beef Sandwich ! Offe r valid only at
participating Arby's Roast Beef Restaura nts
for a limite d time only. Limit 4 p e r coupon.

Service Times:
10 a.m. Sunday
6:30 p.m. Sunday
7:00 p.m. Wednesday

MOVIE WORLD
SUPERSTORE

I
I
I

J

99¢SALE!

3 Movies for $7.50
2 day rental
DVD Movies Now Available

Ol
Tbursdavs

sr lof1el1ecks·
Sl Pitchers
WI C
Ol/eee to

HapPll Hour
Tues•. Sat
6 · 'l

Now

P.m. ·

Largest Selection of
New Arrivals In the Area
Sony Playstation and Nintendo 64 Games
and Players for Rent

626 Central Shopping Center

121 S.. I mi. Past state line.
(90 1) 232·8585

7

Limit Four • Expires 12-3-99
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Students sponsor yogurt party
for fight against breast cancer
IJy Melissa Stoneberger
Staff Writer

Students from several residential colleges are helping to
fight breast cancer by collecting_yogurt lids.
Witli the program "Save
Lids to Save Lives," Yoplait
will donate 10 cents per lid to
the Susan G. Komen Breast
Cancer Foundation. The company plans to raise more than
$1 million for the foundation.
Richmond, Hart, Regents
and Hester colleges held a
yogurt party to collect lids.
Wal-Mart donated half the
yogurt to feed the party
guests, and three of the residential colleges provided
funds for the rest of the
yogurt. The party took place
in one of Hart's meeting

by the disease.
rooms.
"We had over 90 people
Also instrumental in the
there and 136 containers of program was Vanessa Johns,
yogurt were eaten," Ryan Hart residential adviser.
Brown, Richmond College
"M'y mom was diagnosed
president, said. "It was a with breast cancer two
great program. I was excited months ago," Johns said.
about the results."
"That's why I am so adamant
The party was the brain- about the cause."
child of Nikki Williams, Rich.Johns said statistics indimond residential adviser.
cate one in four women will
"I did a program in Rich- develop breast cancer, which
mond about breast cancer is second to lung cancer as the
awareness, and decided that leading cause of death in
this would be a good follow women.
up," Williams said.
"Many people think that
Williams will collect lids they are not at risk for breast
until Nov. 22. People can cancer because no one in their
deposit the lids in receptacles
family has had it," Johns said.
located at the front desks of
"However,
80 percent of those
the residential colleges.
who
develop
breast cancer
Williams said she implemented the program because have no family history of the
so many women are affected disease."
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Where Families Com• Together

WE CAN HELPI
•
•

Cal ToUFru
Day (800) 542·5245
E""*'8 (800) 820·4091

Christmas Appreciation Special
from

The Tropics Tanning Salon
901 Coldwater Road

753·8477

Buy 600 Minutes And Receive Your Choice Of Soz.
Florida Tan Accelerator And
A Bottle Of Florida Tan Moisturizer FREE.
A s99.50 Value For Only s49.'0 111

Are you pregnant?
Unable to parent at this time~

Co..~nsellng provided
Pregnancy expenses paid
• •You choOse loving p~nnts

Leslie Cooper, senio r from Columbia, Tenn., tries on he r cap and gown b efo re walking
down the aisle at graduation Dec . I 0 at 7:30 p.m . in Love tt Auditorium.

Buy 300 Minutes And Receive Your Choice Of Soz.
Florida Tan Accelerator FREE.
This Is The Newest Lotion On The Market!
A s65/ 0 Value For Only s29/ 0 !1J

Adoptions of Kentucky, Inc.

•
•

Jeremy fdwar<.ls/Cue5t
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Smile

Gift certificates Are Available

__.

Offer expires Dec. 23, not valid with any other offer.

Walk-Ins Welcomel

GEMS • GOLD • SILVER
..,..l"lll:"t Selection of Sterling Silver in the Area.
Engagement Ring Consultation and Custom Design.
24-hour Engraving Service for Fraternities & Sororities.
Latest Styles of Fossil, Seiko, Pulsar, and Citizen
watches up to 25% off.
Excellent Repair Service.
Best Prices and Service on Gold, Silver, and Diamonds.

Don't you wish
your job was this
much fun?

The Gold Rush Jewelers
Suite #10
Olympic Plaza, Murray
753-1968

Garth Tidwell • Certified Master Jeweler
Ami Romero • Sales Associate
Jill Collignon • Sales Associate

Volunteer
with
.
"The Murray State News,"
and find out what's so
funny.
...
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Volleyball team looks ahead to OVC championship
· Correction
In the Oct. 29 issue of
"The Murray State News,"
· it was reported that men's
basketball players Antoine
Welchel and Kevin
Paschell were able to both
practice and travel with
the team. This was an
error. They are only able
to practice with the team.
"The Murray State News"
regrets the error.
4

Breds announce
winter camp dates

•

Murray State baseball
' Head Coach Mike Thieke
announced the dates for
his annual winter camps,
to be held at the Regional
Special Events Center
There will be two sessions of the pitcher/catcher camps on Monday,
Dec. 27. The first session
will be from 8 a.m. to
noon and is for players 8
years old through eighth
grade. The second session
will be from I to 5 p.m.
and will be for all high
school players.
There will also be two
sessions for the hitting
and fielding camp, which
will be held Tuesday, Dec.
28, and Wednesday, Dec.
29. The times and grade
levels for the two sessions
are the same as the pitching camp.
Registration for all
~ camps will take place a
half-hour before the start
' of the session.

..
..

i¥

' Breds sign high
school recruit

The Murray State Thoroughbreds announced the
signing of Marshall County
" standout Kyle Perry for
the 2000-200 I school
• year.
• Perry, a right-handed
pitcher, sported a 7-2
record last season for
Marshall County with 2.30
ERA He struck out 76,
walked 24 and allowed 57
hits.
Briefs are compiled by Jason
Billingsley, sports editor

Sp ortL(qbt
: jermaine Manning,
Lindsay Newlin

t

•
~;

~:

r
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Jermaine Manning and
Lindsay Newlin are in this
week's Racer Sportlight.
Manning, senior from
Austin, Texas, rushed for
224 yards and one touchdown, a 47-yard run, in
the Racers 42-41 loss to
Tennessee State.
Newlin, sophomore
from Georgetown, Ill.,
had the best women's
individual finish at the
NCAA Regionals in Murray State history with her
60th place finish out of
202 runners with a time
of 18:52.

~

~ _· Lady

Racers seek
~;-,:.
..winning record

..

;~~· The

Murray State Lady

••';: Racers have not had an

..•
I

'

!'
,,I

overall winning record
since the 1989-90 season,
when they went 17-12.
Source: '98-'99 Media Guide

By Joe Dan Dacus
Staff Writer
The Racer volleyball team is looking
to play the spoiler this weekend at the
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
and bring the crown back to Murray
State. If they accomplish this feat, it
will be the first time in seven years.
The Racers are hoping to capitalize on
their three games to one win over UT
Martin to propel them into the tourney.
This match showed outstanding performances from from seniors Sarah Ernst
and Krista Shumard with 21 kills each.
Sophomore Audrey Nelson recorded 20
kills, while senior Rachel Kulp dished
out 19. Senior Mica Wojinski recorded

Coach David Schwepker is not overcon- at 10 a .m. today. The winner will face
fident.
the number two team in the OVC, East"lj we give everything
"We've beaten Tech twice this season, ern illinois, at 4 p.m.
we have, I know we
but now, \ve have• to go in and get them
The final match will take place on Satcan win this tourna- a third time," Schwepker said. "That's urday
at noon to decide the 1999 OVC
going to be tough."
ment. "
champion.
If the Racers win over Tech, the team
"If we give everything we have, I know
-RACHAEL. NEIGHBORS,
will then have to face the number one we can win this tournament," senior
ranked in the OVC and host team, Rachael Neighbors said.
SENIOR
Southeast Missouri State at
Freshman setter Chrissy Dabbert was
70 assists which gave her an amazing
SEMO has only lost one OVC match a little more certain.
17.5 assists per game for the match.
all year and wants desperately to win
"We're going to win," said Dabbert. "I
MSU will have to face Tennessee Tech the championship on their home court. just have the feeling."
for its first match of the tourney today The Otahkians lost their first OVC
Whether or not her feeling is correct
at noon. This will be a match-up in match to Austin Peay, but have rolled will be decided on the court at SEMO's
which MSU has the upper hand, having on a 14 game OVC winning streak. since Houck Field House in the next two days,
defeated Tech twice already in the reguIn the other bracket of OVC play, where the Racers have their work cut
lar season. Despite that fact Head Austin Peay will face Eastern Kentucky out for them.

Confer.e nce title
escapes Racers
By Jason Billingsley
Sports Editor
Only one word can describe
what the Murray State Racers
felt after Saturday's 42-41 loss
to the Tennessee State Tigers;
heartbreak.
"They're heartbroken just
like last year," Racer Head
Coach Denver Johnson said.
"They were playing for the conference championship against
TSU and lost the game in the
final seconds for the second
consecutive year. That's a hard
thing to deal with."
For the second consecutive
year, the Murray State Racers
Ohio Valley Conference title
hopes rested on a field goal
attempt, except this year it was
by
TSU
kicker
Seth
Goodowens. After shanking an
extra point and a 22-yard field
goal attempt earlier in the
game, he nailed a 37-yard field
goal to give TSU the game and
the OVC title.
"They tried to make me think
about it, but that doesn't work
with me," Goodowens said of
the Racers using their last two
timeouts before his kick to try
to ice him.
"Why wouldn't we use our
last two timeouts there?" Johnson said. "They wouldn't do us
any good in the locker room. We
were trying to do anything we
could to make him think about
those other two kicks. It didn't
work, but it was worth trying."
The game as a whole could be
looked at as a microcosm of the
Racers' entire season. In the
first half, the MSU offense
struggled as Justin Fuente
threw three interceptions and
the Tigers capitalized on those
interceptions and breakdowns
in the Racers' kickoff coverage.
One of those included an 83yard kickoff return for a touchdown on the opening play of the

laura Deaton/The News

Student assistant coach John McAfee a nd Je ro m e Hart react to
T ennessee State winning the OVC title afte r the final kick.

game.
Miscues such1 as those
allowed TSU to take a 33-14
lead into halftime. The first
haff was very similar to t'fie
Racers' 1-3 start, especially
their losses to Western Ken- .
tucky and Southern 11linois.
"I didn't play well in the first
half, that's no secret," Fuente
said. "They showed us a couple
of different looks at first and
that threw us off our game."
The aspect of the Racer
offense that kept them in the
game was the running of Jermaine Manning. The thirdstring halfback at the beginning of the season, Manning
has become the Racers best
running back this season and
he continued that on Saturday
with one of the best rushing
games in Racer history. Manning had over 100 yards rushing in the first quarter and finished the game with 222 yards
rushing, including a 47-yard
run, on 28 carries.
"The credit goes to the offensive line," Manning said. "They
opened a lot of holes for me and
Shadrach. They worked really
hard today."
Johnson also praised the
offensive line's performance.
"They took everybody out of
the box to defend the pass and
let us get hat-on-hat with our

offensive line against their
defense inside and we ran the
football with great success,"
Johnson said.
The Racers took charge of the
game in the second half, much
like they did with their fivegame winning streak they took
into Saturday's game. The Racers continued running the football with Manning and Fuente
warmed up as the Racers
racked up 27 unanswered
points to take a 41-33 lead with
8:32 left in the game.
"We've had lots of chances to
tank this game and this season," Johnson said. "I knew in
my heart at halftime we
weren't going to tank this game
and we would eventually take
the lead. My only question was
when we were going to take the
lead."
The Tigers eventually scored
their first points in the second
half on a 30-yard touchdown
pass to make the score 41-39
with 4:14 left in the game. The
Racer defense stopped the
Tigers two-point conversion
attempt, keeping the lead for
the Racers.
On the Racers' next possession, they attempted to run the
football to milk the clock, but
on a third and 6 play in their
own territory, Shadrach Jack-

Laura Deaton/ The News

From left, Jason Williams, Beau Guest and Shaka Jones look on as
TSU atte mpts the game winning field goal Saturday.

son came a yard short of a first troversial pass interference
down, giving Tennessee State play was called on Tyrone Graback the football with two min- ham on the goal line when
utes left in the game.
many people on the sidelines
"That play had been good for and in the stands thought the
us all game," Johnson said. pass was over the receivers
"They hadn't done anything head.
during the game to take that
''We've asked for that pass
play away from us. We got real interference call all year and
close to getting that first down, been told that ball was
we just didn't block well enough uncatchable when it was
that time. Their defense rose to thrown like that," Johnson
said.
the occasion to stop us."
Manning noted he ran the
The call put the ball on the
same play to the opposite side TSU 30-yard line. They moved
of the line for a touchdown on the ball to the 20 before runthe series before, but a holding ning down the clock to three
call negated the touchdown.
seconds left and called timeout
Tennessee State went to a to set up the game winning
four-receiver set for their final field goal.
offensive series, but the drive
"They played their hearts
seemed to stall on the TSU 45- out," Johnson said. '"I'm
yard line to a Racer defensive extremely proud of them for
stand.
that. They handled themselves
But on third and long, a con· with class and dignity."

Racers undeserving of their likely postseason fate
On Saturday evening around
six, a thousand blue and gold
hearts died.
As Tennessee State kicker
Seth Goodowens was dogpiled in
the middle of the field, those
M ORGAN
thousand stood, stunned over
H ARDY
what had just been taken from
them.
The Murray State Racers had
come so far from those moments
in the Western Kentucky locker ly defeated. In addition, MSU
room. In those painful moments waded through Eastern Illinois,
after the game, the assistant UT Martin and Samford to forge
coaches slouched against the a five-game winning streak that
entry tunnel wall, tears stung led to ...what?
To one moment. To three secthe players' eyes, and the season
was seemingly over inside a 1·3 onds when the hopes and
dreams of OVC rings were
abyss.
But somewhere within them, crushed in a blue and white
the Racers found the steel to Tiger's jaws. The TSU fans went
continue. Tennessee Tech and wild, the band played on and the
Eastern Kentucky, both ranked Racers crept to the locker rooms,
high in I-AA polls, were decided- utterly demolished.

Sports
Talk?

I

And you can't blame them.
While Murray State is by far the
best 6-4 team in 1-AA, it is still a
6-4 team. Playoff pickers look at
the win column. Murray State
will almost certainly not make
the cut. No matter how many
favors Athletic Director E. W.
Dennison may pull, the directors of the playoffs will draw
their 16 playoff teams from the
Top 25 poll - a poll that does not
include the Racers.
By now, you're inevitably wondering why my usually merry
column has turned into a blue
and gold funeral dirge. But
that's just it. It hasn't. Rather
than crying over spilled trophies
and castigating Denver Johnson
for the sin of four L's, students
and alumni at Murray State
should make it a point to fmd
their local football player and

shake his hand for a season well
done.
After losing three games, two
of which were considered quite
winnable, most had signed the
Racers' death certificate and
were bagging them up for the
OVC cellar morgue. With an
ineffective defense inundated
with new faces and an offense
that had yet to live up to its
potential, the season seemed
over before it really began.
Then something happened.
Something happened that you
only see in the movies, like
"Rocky IV'' when Rocky came
from the brink of retirement to
return to the championship
gold. It's called inner ftre.
It's called heart. It's been
called a thousand things in a
thousand books. However, the
only way to truly describe it is to

look at the faces of a team about
to defeat a school no one expected them to beat, against a team
they were behind 33-14 at the
half, and to see their faces painted with the colors of determination and desire.
That's the reason you need to
show up Saturday at. 1:30 for
Kentucky Wesleyan. That's why
you need to tumble out of bed, in
whatever altered state you
might be in after Friday night.
and stumble down to Stewart
Stadium. You need to do it
because your Racers have
fought heart and soul for you.
You need to do it because fans
are the only hope the Racers
have now and they deserve so
much more.
Morgan Hardy is the assistant
sports editor for 'The Murray
State News.'
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MSU dominates Ul{raine Select 133-73
By William Gord on
Contributing Writer
Murray State's 133-73 exhi ·
bition victory over Ukraine
Select Mondny night at the
Regional Special Events Center showcased Racer bench
play and illustrated that the
Racers have players anxious
to fill the gaps injuries have
caused.
Racer freshmen guards
Chris Shumate and Anthony
Woodward along with sopho·
more guard Justin Burdine all
played productively.
Shumate scored 19 and was
3-3 from behind the three
point line and 4-4 from the
foul line.
Shumate also .,rrabbcd seven
rebounds.
Burdine made two out of his
four free throw attempts, but
went 3-12 inside the three
point arch and scored eight
points. Burdine also nabbed
seven rebounds.
Woodward played 12 min-

utcs, scored two points and
captured five rebounds.
The bench's contribution
allowed Racer Head Coach
Tevester Anderson the use of
rested players to keep full
court pressure on Ukraine
through much of the game.
Full court defen~e will be a
must for the Racers this year,
Andetson explained, because
the Racers are a team small in
~tature by Division I standards.
"If they post up on you in
the half court game, they'll
beat your brains out," Anderson said about taller teams.
"We try to get some rotation
going, pull Turner out, put
Shumate in, but the r otation
is uot what it should be with
Rod Murray out."
Anderson said Murray, a
senior forward, was r ecover ·
ing well from his turned ankle
and he expects him back for
the Hoop and Quill Classic
Nov. 26, when the Racers will
face Rutgers in the first

round.
Anderson said that center
Ma r lon Towns was health y
after off-season foot surgery
and would be "playing right
now," if he were able. Towns is
under a six-game suspension
by the team.
"Right now, we're trying to
develop our bench," Anderson
said. "With Marlon being out
and Mu rray being out, its
kind of a blessing in disguise.
"We get to see other guys,"
Anderson said. "Some of our
younger kids p layed well.
Shumate got seven rebounds
and that's a big plus. He shot
well. We're getting better
chemistry."
Senior center Mike Turner's
efforts highlighted the second
half.
Turner scor ed 25 points on
the night and went 2-6 from
three point r ange.
"With the team on the court
with me at that time, I wasn't
doing anything special," Turner said. "The younger guys

were doing great. T hey're
pushing me to get better. It's
great to see."
Senior
forward
Isaac
Spencer Jed the team in scor·
ing and rebounds, with 29 and
15.
"We're short on numbers
with injuries and suspension,"
Spencer said. "The bench
came in and played well and
when you're a basketball player you want to make the most
of your opportunities."
Junior forward Ray Cunningham started t he Ukraine
game and said he fe lt, "a little
more comfortable," after hitting 7-8 from the fou l line and
the field and scoring 21 total
points.
Cunningham averaged 11
minutes per ga.me last year.
Murray State opens its season tomorrow night at home.
The Racers will tip ofT tomor row at 7 p.m. against Colorado
at Colorado Spr ings.

Ryan Brooks/The News
Justin Burdine executes a midair pass In the Racers' win Monday.

Lady Racers end exhibition season with win over Shooting Stars
By Daniel Hedges
Contributing Writer
The Murray State Lady
Racers finished their exhibition season Saturday night
with five players scoring in
double figures as they beat
the Nashville Shooting Stars
85-74 at the Regional Special
Events Center.
"We have improved greatly
from our first exhibition game
and are t hrilled with this victory," Lady Racers Head

Coach Eddie I<'iclds said.
The first half belonged to
lhe Lady Racers as t hey lived
up to their name and raced
out to a 15-4 lead.
The run was capped off by a
layup at the 13:22 mark by
Heather Bates.
Bates finished as one of the
top scorer s with 17 points and
six rebounds.
Another strong first half
performance was turned in by
sophomore forward Shannon
Preston , who finished with 17
points on 7-17 shooting.

At the 9:31 mark, Preston
grabbed a rebound and went
up strong for a layup to give
the Racers a 25-10 lead.
"I felt good about my perfor·
mance and I think this season
is going to go well," Preston
said.
The La dy Racers continu ed
to hustle and usc good interior passing in their offense,
and went into halftime with a
44-3 llead.
In the second half, t h e
S hooting Star s used a full
court press, a nd a long with

excellent s hooting, cut into
t he Lady Racers' lead.
'rhe Shooting Stars' Lisa
Hale hit a three-pointer with
12:51 remaining to cut the
Lady Racer lead to 53-48.
Hnle hit her second straight
layup off of a turnover to cut
the lead to 64-62 with 7:36
remaining.
The Shooting Stars took the
lead 67-66 on a three pointer
by Stephanie Capley with
5:40 remaining.
T he Lady Racers then
staged a comeback. J unior

forward
Monik a
Gadson
reeled off three straight baskets to give the Lady Racers a
72-67 lead with 4:45 remaining in the game.
The Lady Racers never
relinquished the lend again.
"My team needs me and I
felt as if I did a good job,"
Gadson said.
Freshman Liz Stansbe rry
added 11 points and Susan
Tackett posted 10 points.
.Fields was enthusiastic
about h is team's per forma nce.
"We are seeing improve-

ment everyday," F ields said.
"The team has learned a lot
from their mistakes and have
a good idea to what we need to
work on as the season begins.
"That is the exact reason we
play these exhibition games,"
Fields said. "I am very excited
about my team and I think we
will surprise a lot of people."
The Lady Racers begin the
regular season tonight against
James Madison University at
the Amer ican University
Tipoff in Washington D.C. at 9
a.m.

Sunset Boulevard Music
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#7 Dixieland Center on Ches'tnut St.
Just 1 block from MSU Dorms!!!
Monday-Saturday 10a.m. • 6p.m.

753..0113

Any Ca••et:t:e Tape•

•

Si!DD

Ot=t=

Any Compact: Dl•k•

Expires 12.03

Car Stereo Specialist - Custom Installation
·Coupon good towards purchase of regular prices merchandise only, not valid 1n combination wllh any olher specials, diScounts 01 oilers.

~I
Ladles Night
2S CDrafts for Ladles

Self-Defense with Mr. Dinh

~
Karaoke Night

FREE • FREE • FREE • FREE

~

Mortdu. Nov- 29
t:JO • 9 PJn.
CelTis Center Bllhom

Pool Tournament &
DJ on the Dance Floor

Dogs Mercury

For more info call 762-6951

'

Sports Bar & Grill

Mutt be 2 1 ~~td
over with Velld I.D.

Purvear, TN
{formerly Known At 'SIDELINES')

• Cold Beer • Darts • Pool • Music •

Snappy Tomato
For Delivery or Carry-out Call
753-1000
$322 Buffet

From 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
and 5-8 p.m.
111 N. 12th St.
10°/o off for MSU Students Sunday- Friday
20°/o off for MSU Students Saturdays Only

----------------------------r--------------------------.Free Drink
: Large 1-Topping
with Buffet Purchase
!
at Regular Price..~~
(coupon required)

T

:

$599

*

Carry-out Only ..
(coupon required)T

1406 MAIN ST.
753·4994

Mon. - Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.

We acce!Jt - Mastercard, Vr~a. Discover, Autopass, & Napa Card.
Full Selection of lires: Firestone, Bridgestone, Goodyear, Kumko, Telstar, Michelin.
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Racers .present in 'NCAA Final Four 2000'
By J ason Billingsley

(EA Sports) came to put us in their both athletics and the University in
game," Towns said. "It's a privilege terms of recruitment."
to play a video game when you're on
Kenny Roth, assistant athletic
director, echoed Dennison's comThose disappointed with the exclu- the game."
Helene Sheeler, director of public ments.
sion of the Murray State Racers from
''This shows another aspect of the
relations
and promotion for 989 Stulast year's top-selling PlayStation
the
developer
was
pleased
dios,
said
continued
marketing of the Univercollege basketball game, "NCAA
with
last
years
sales,
despite
some
sity,"
Roth
said. "In my position,
Final Four '99," will enjoy this news.
teams
being
missing.
whether
it's
marketing the athletic
The Racers are confirmed to be in
"'It is to our advantage to have as department or the Racer Foundathe sequel, "NCAA Final Four 2000,"
many teams as possible," Sheeler tion, things like this help reach
released this week.
A miscommunication between the said. "We're happy to have Murray potential students and student athmakers of the game, 989 Studios, State in this year. We feel MSU fans letes.
"Whether it involves student reps,
and the Murray State Athletic and other men's college basketball
Department caused the exclusion of fans will love this year's game even video games, or a "USA Today" cover
more because we didn't just do a story on Head Coach Tevester
the Racers from last year's game.
Marlon Towns, Racer guard from patchup, but a complete overhaul Anderson, people take notice of the
Memphis, Tenn., said the team was with three focus groups of fans, ath- University and get exposed to us,"
disappointed about last year's exclu- letes and coaches working on this Roth said.
The PlayStation game promises
game. We also have many more
sion.
"Last year, we took that as an options than our competitor (EA more than 300 Division I teams from
31 different conferences and play
insult and it made us work harder to Sports March Madness 2000.)"
impress everyone on why we should
E.W. Dennison, MSU athletic books designed to reflect each team's
have been in the game," Towns said. director, said the game will help specific style of play.
The game will feature all the col"Now with us on the game, it gives a with athletic and University recruitlege-style offen~ive and defensive
lot of recognition to Murray State ing nationwide.
when they (989 Studios) put us'on
"I'm excited about the game," Den- sets, animated crowds, coaches pac- ,
their game.
nison said. "Anytime you can get lit- ing the sidelines, crowd chants, col"I was a part of this when I was a tle kids and college kids playing a lege fight songs and new player
freshman at the University of college sports game that has your graphics.
Arkansas, when another company university in it is great and it helps
ESPN's Quinn Buckner will

retum to do the commentary for the
game.
"Final Four 2000" also includes a
create-a-player option, conference
tournaments, a ''Bubble Watch" feature for the NCAA Tournament, the
ability to pass the ball during shots
and a new "Touch Shooting" feature.
Racer Head Coach Tevester
Anderson said he was pleased with
the addition of the Racers this year.
"This is big time," Anderson said.
"We have a team with great possibilities this year. We're a better shooting team, but not as good at
rebounding this season. We'll be an
exciting team that scores a lot of
points. This is great for our fans and
student body as a promotional tool."
The game was released at Electronics Boutique stores nationwide
and on its online site, EBworld.com,
on Tuesday. It should arrive in other
stores by Thanksgiving.
(f you need help deciding whether
to buy this game for your PlayStation sports fan for Christmas, sports
editor Jason Billingsley will have a
game review of"Final Four 2000" on
Dec. 3 on "The Murray State News
Online" at www.tbenews.org.

Sports Editor

Photo Illustration By Robert Pieroni/Guest

The Hurray State Racers will be one of more than
300 Division I teams featured in "Final Four 2000...

With UPOnllne
Internet banking,
the world Is your
.bank lobby.
It doesn't matter where you are.
Or what time it is. You can usc your

RIVERSIDE TURKEYS
GRADE 'A' FROZEN
lfO ..,__ Glfd UpJ

KROGER DELUXE ICE CREAM
-or- Frozen YOGURY
112 gallon carton

COCA-COLA

SPRI'nl; Regular, Diet -or- Caffeine Free

98

99

4~5

SMOKED
SAUSAGE •Or•
LUNCHMEATS
JOHN MORRELl.

( 12 oz. pkga.)

can a

Solt.cl - · IJnloiiM auan.rt
(lib. pkg.)

WITH PLUS CARD

WITH Pf.US CARD

OSCAR
MAYER
BACON

CREAM OF
MUSHROOM
SOUP

Sliced
(12 to 16 o•. pkg.)

CAMPIIIlLL'S
(10.75 oz. can)

69¢

WITH PLUS CAIID

2$1
-· 159

OCEAN SPRAY
CRANBERRY
SAUCE ~~~
(1• oa. can)

~~~~~.~!~!1ROTH

for

WITH l't.US CAIID

NfUCH$
':."C"

WESSON
OIL

Yttetllllle, aest at.tsc~ .-. c:.nota
(41 oz. bottle)

WITH PLUS CARD

WITH ftt.US CARD

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
VEGETABLES
Selected Varieties

BONELESS
HAM
KROGER ·WHO,.·

SWEET
POTATOES
Mlaalaalppl Grown

(14.5 to 15 oz. cana)

pound

$1

59
WITH PLUS CAIID

WITH PLUS CAIID

SIRLOIN TIP ROAST

-IION.UISS• U.S.O.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

WITH PLUS CAIID

CLEMENTINE TANGERINES

STOVE TOP
STUFFING
S.leded Varlttla
OL box)

(6

~~3!~
WITH PLUS CAIID

FRESH
BROCCOLI

GOLD MEDAL
FLOUR

.......po7
.. -7.s.;~a
f.!~

l UNCH

each gg¢1:1

ecxh

WITH Pl. US CARD

GREEN
ONIONS

COOL WHIP
TOPPING
. ...... Whipped

I UHCH

2 1SOL$ 3·

~ 97' 13

....

~oo

~sa·•

,. ""'" ..

WITH PLUS CARD

WITH PLUS CAIID

WI TH PLUS CARD

~----------------~~/J--------~

OUANTI1Y 11C>m1 Hl!LIM:O

f\04. D,I) fOti..AU:fltcoP'14111~·
IIIIOI ,. IIftfA~r..-. NCA

~

11•11 FHAIIICSt:lrii iiG IIA

MURRAY, KY

UNTIL c..OO P.M. FOR YOUR SHOPPINC CONVENIENCE

(

===

~I
...................
-....·.__..._--·........
...,._., __..
~,......· ·--- -...,_...,_,_.,..__

........... .._ ............ . . . . tell:.

WITH PLUS CAIID

$188

LAND '0
LAKES
BUTTER

.

-W.UDI~C0111. ~

~

12 oz.

for
WITH PLUS CAIID

WITH PLUS CAIID

tw

~

PACK
pound

If you have an
overwhelming urge
to click this headline,
our
yoy sho,uld
Internet banfslno service.

computer 10 transfer funds, balance
your checkbook, rmport financial
data into programs like Quicken•
and Microsoft Monc~. and lots
more.
Access to your Union Planters
Bank accounts is absolutely free.
H~r. for just $4.95 per month,
you can add on our UPBill Payment
$CTVicc which allows you to pay
your brlls electrontcally.
It's convenient, yes. But it's also
safe and secure sinc:e all transactrons
are encrypted and password-protected.
Right niJW, you can subscnbc 10
UPOnline with a free 90-day trial of
UPBill Payment, For details, or to
sian up, just stop by our newest
location, conveniently located on
your desktop:

Sports
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Rodeo rides into Expo Center
them all in."
When there are more than a
certain number of contestants in
Intercollegiate rodeo rolls back an event, not all of them can fit
into Kentucky this weekend as into the time schedule of an
the Murray State Rodeo team evening perfonnance. k3 a
result, the extra contestants perhosts its 23rd annual rodeo.
Teams from all over the Ozark fonn in "slack" or an "afterrodeo." Judges compare lhe
region will compete.
Participants from Missouri, results with the placing from the
Georgia, Arkansas, Alabama, perfonnance and detennine the
North Carolina, Michigan and winners by the best scores.
Slack is the less glamourous
Murray's arch-rival, UT Martin,
of rodeo, often lasting until
side
descended on the Expo Center
last night and will stay through the predawn hours.
Few fans brave the late hours
Saturday night. Perfonnances
to watch the continuing competiarc at 7:30, nightly.
MSU Rodeo Coach Tommy tions. The events are just as
Yeater expects a very successful exciting, but move slowly
because of the larger number of
turnout.
"Normally by this time we contestants.
In a three-day Intercollegiate
have about 240 entries, but as of
rodeo
like Murray's, the slack
right now we have over 460 conlast night after pertook
place
testants signed up to participate," Yeater said. "We have to fonnance, Friday morning and
split the contestants up into Saturday morning.
With such a large number of
slack and performance to fit

By Jenny Ludw ig
Contributing Writer

contestants, the only way to
come out with overall winners in
such a short time period is to
have a "long" and a "short go."
"The long go is an elimination
round," Yeater said. "If you don't
place in the long go, you're done.
If you do place, you come back
for the short go which is limited
to 10 competitors in each event.
Whomever place.s in the short go
compares that placing with their
first result and that's how we
come out with an average winner."
The Johnson Rodeo Company
will provide the livestock for the
intercollegiate rodeo.
Sunday morning, the Expo
Center will have a cutting and
an open barrel race.
On Sunday afternoon, The
High School Rodeo Association
will put on a two-st.ate (Kentucky and Indiana) high school
rodeo. The one-day rodeo will
include 120 contestants.

TO
FOOTBALL PREDICTIONS

ner in Murray State history by
finishing 60th out of 202 runThe Murray State men's ners Saturday with a time of
cross country team and Lind- 18:52 in women's 5-kilometer.
The Murray State men ended
sey Newlin, sophomore memout of 25 teams with 520
17th
ber of t he women's team, com·
points.
North Carolina State
peted Saturday at the NCAA
Southeast Region Qualifier at won the event with 40 points.
Individually, senior Brian
Furman
University
in
Palmer finished 9lst out of 194
Greenville, S.C.
The cross country runners runners with a time of 32:43 on
had their best performance in the 10-kilometer men's race.
Other men's results: Joe
Track Head Coach Bob Doty's
Davin finished 120th with a
tenure at MSU.
Newlin had the best finish of time of 32:43, Jorge Tugnon
any women's cross country run- finished 125th clocking 33:47,

c.o.

Greg

John

Bradley

Star1<

Broeckling

Copy FAilor

Vic\\poml Edi1or

MSU-TV II

6-10
86-66

5-11
82-70

8·8
99·53

Oa~l3nd

Detroit
Tennessee
Seattle
IndianapQIis
Tampa Bay
BUffalo
Cleveland
Miami
St. Louis
San Diego
Arizona
Baltimore
Washington
Jacksonville
Oakland

Detroit
Tennessee
Seattle
lndianap<>lis
Tampa Bay
N.Y. Jets
Cleveland
Miami
St. Louis
Chicago
Dallas
Baltimore
Washington
Jacksonville
Denver

MSU

MSU

MSU

Jason

Billingsley
Spon~ Edtlor

Previous Week's Record
Overall Record

7·9
90·62

GAME
Detroit at Green Buy
Pittsburgh at Tennessee
Seanle at Kansas City
Indianapolis :u Philadelphia
Atlanta at Tampa Bay
Buffalo 111 N.Y. )ets
Carolina at Clevei3Jld
~ew England at Miami
St. Louis at San Francisco
Chicago at San Diego
Dallas at Arizona

Cross country runs at regionals
Staff Report

-~rJii

FOOTBALL IURUS ~

l

Frank Ward finished !36th at
33:58, Brian Recktenwald fi n·
ished 137th with a time of
33:58, Thomas Oliverio came in
164th with 35:14 and James
Smith finished 175th clocking
35:42.
This was the last meet of the
year for the MSU cross count ry
teams.The men's and women's
teams each lose only one cross
country runner next season
and look to compete for a higher finish in the Ohio Valley
Conference in both men's and
women's competition.

Detroit
Tennessee
Seattle
lndianl!:I>OiiS
Tampa Bay
Buffalo
Carolina
New Englimd
St. Louis
Chicago
Arizona
Baltimore
N.Y. Gi3lltS
Jaeksonville

Green Bay
Tennessee
Seaule
Indianapolis
Tampa Bay
Buffalo
Carolina
New England
S1. Louis
Chicago
Dallas
Baltimore
Washington
Jacksonville
Oakland

,

MSU
Brian Howell I The News

The Dec. 4th issue of "The Murray State News" will be the last Issue where
football predictions will run. The results of the week's NFL games will count to
the season totals. Thank you tor following this throughout the semester.
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you feeling stressed?

Manual Therapy
Structural Therapy
Myofasclal Moblllzation
Craniosacral Therapy
Energy Integration
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It's never too late to
VOLUNTEER
for !be Murray

l~t•

Maw•

Mvert.1a1nv Dept .

• TranSetve Automatic
Transmission Service
• Flush & Fill Mactllne
•
•
•
•

Cof11)181e Auld Change
Brake Service
Cooling System SeMce
Belts & Hoses

has t he ANSWER!
507 S. 12th St. -Next to Log Cabin Restaurant

Professional lubrication and T.L.C.
for your car. truck. motor home.

MassageTherapy ·
Swedish Massage
Dee p Tissue Massage
Jin Shin Do Acupressure
Lymph Drainage Therapy

on. & Thurs. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
., Wed., & Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p .m .
Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.

f
I
:
:

~- ,_~ -.-..--.r...~:.,- ..J
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WOJINSKI
for assist&- with 789 in one aeason. She was
named to aeveral all-tournament teams and
was a member of Weatlake's state championship team in 1998. With all thia under
her belt, abe said ehe atilt had to acljust a
lot to play on the collegiate level.
"' had a lot of learning and maturing to
do when I first got here," Wojinski said.
She is one of the three co-captains this
year and is described by teammates aa a
good leader.
•She has a very strong character and a
strong desire to play," Wood said.
Other players agreed with Wood's praise.
•she is a definite leader,• freshman Rose
Dalton said. "She gives 110 percent all the
time.•

I

Continued from Page 1
Racer 1,• Brandon Smith. freshman
from Louisville aaid. "This is just
another malicious attempt by a government thafs trying to keep the
equestrian man down. I haven't been

Be
an

IIJ alwOi ftdw tD be the beat. . . I have
tD live the credit to the hitters,• she said.
She creclita God u her inspiration and
...,. be ia ~ IIOUftl8 for all • baa received
aacl acbieH«t. She a1ao c;redita the volleyball
team for helpiDa her du-.oucb collep.
family to
Jhe ...Ud.
-"We've ha4 happy and aacl timea, but aomeane wu. alw-.,. there for you.•
WRh the akiUa the hM attaiDec1, Wojinsld
hopes ta .,. ODe of the players to lead the
Racers to-the OVC crown this weekeod at
Southeut Miuouri State. Wojinski baa
more then 900 aeaiate in this aeaaon alone
aacl ia hopq to achieve more in the upcomm, OVC tourney, which will ead her MSU
volleyball career.
-rve loved it here,• abe said. -rhere have
been hard timea and pod ti!net, bUt overall
it hal been tun.•

.,._,..like

m

thia depnaeed since the Spke Girla
broke up."
Like Smith, othel'l believe Racer
I's hiatus is suspicious.
"Replacing his aboea? Do they tab
us for idiots?" Jacob Bilinaki, freahman from Evansville, aaid. ~~~Jones
don't wear shoes."

~·'·'"'

pottpoued

mark.

eaurt-

Continued from Page 1

RACER

Her overall . . . . . . . . 4l•~•4 Wa.r
teammates and__. lt.,. ~tion and fire Oli tM
~and
fun to be aro1illd oflt.lie -.rt,.
•she is a very hard WiJtker 8Dd . . a lot
to become better at . . . ... . cloif,• ft.bman Chriuy Dabbert i'aicL
Neighbors said the team Js:.-, aaaftient
of Wojinski's ability.
"You juat know with h. up there, thiDp
will get done,• Neilhbon eaicl.
Wojinski is one of tour seniors this year
who are playiq their eecond leiiiOil UDder
the direction of Coach DaftciScla.......
She said lhe believes he ia YefY proftcient
in his coaching ability.
•He knows -a lot about the pme and really enjoys coac\lina it," Wojiaa)d said.
Wojinaki finiabecl seoaocf alli8l81Mt
season for the OVC and became one f1l
three Racers in hiltoey to break the 3,000

TheM........,S...News

me:

believea next eemester will
be a llllOOther ride.
•1 am eorry for the miac:onception we don't value stu·
dents' busi"tlll," Haney said.
-riley are a very important
part of our buaineaa, and we
appreciate them peatly.•

CABLE
Continued from Paie 1
down the complaial and apn~
the admiDiltrative
oftke,
Now that the problema are
in the open, llaaey . . . he

The trial- for Hester fire suspect
Jerry Walker • hen delayed
Staff llepol't
The .Jan1W'1 anon and Jll1ll6tl! trW ot Jerry Wallrei'
will be po8$p0Ded 10 his a~ can 8nieb ezamfnina
Ple p~tioD's evidence.
CaDowa~ Circuit J~ DIDDia Foust lai~
Tuesday the.gtW date will pJQI)ably 1i6 .tet; at a beariDf
Jan. 31, which is when the trial wu 8~ to~
Walker ia cbatpd with •Wii& the Sepwmber 1.fiJt
Hester Collep fire that took the.&fe of Michael ~
IIOJ)homeN ~'to$ Niceville, ,._, Mel ~ iDJQNCI
Micbael Priddy, liiphomoze from Ptduah.
fte trial ~men~ ia the IIUult olu Oct. 2e
motioD ftl1ed by Wdrer'a ~. JlenDit Nv.ll
field. He said he had baeD "v»le to nanrine all t1ae ..._.
ecution's fNidene8 beGUM the items are in ~
places, includma the Ken~ State PoJioe olb. He ba8
alto been unable ·to reedl the oftkera m ~of the
case.
In a beariDa McmdaJ in~* Court. 1'8111!l
linea for Null and CommOQwMith'a ~Mike Want
Motions must be filed by Jan. 5 and reepoues by Jan l&t
Motions will be~ at the Jan. 31 ~·

tl..,... ·

"*dead-
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§~uck

*Skateboards --r-Shlrta ~ J.-Jelry

Dixieland Shopping Center
. . . . . CipD . .

Sipuhe blck ofJOUr
Kenmcky Drivers I..icense
or oct. Orpo Daaar Clrdaad teD JOUr &mily

759·08~ 0

Open 10 a.m... 6 p.m.

«your decisioa.

IU mare iDbmltiaa

Clll l.aJ0-525-3456.

•
Clarion Hotel
Welcomes The

Murray State Racers
To The

COORSCLAS
Dec. 15-17 In Mobile, Alabama

$
plus tax
King Or Two Do.11ble Blllb
;,etudes Breakfu t Buffetf• lMJI
Make your reservations now!
Ask for the Coors Classic Rate

Call (334) 476-6400
3 I 0 I Airport Blvd.
Mobile, AL 36606

Directions: 1-65 South, Exit 3 (Airport Blvd).
Take Airport Blvd East 2 blocks next to Bel Air Mall.
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